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State of Florida - 1977
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By - Committees on Appropriations and Corrections, Probation & Parol�
and Senators P. Thomas, Dunn, Renick, Hair, J. Thomas, Vogt,
Glisson, Chamberlin, Scott, ½acKay, Myers-A bill to be entitled
An act relating to correct ions; ereating the
"Florida Youthful Offender Act"; providing
legislative intent and definitions; providing
for the adjudication of persons as youthful
offenders; providing for judicial disp osition
of youthful offenders; providing for commitment
to the custody of the department; providing for
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judicial consideration of aggravating and
10

mitigating circumstances; providing for the

11

suspension of sentence by the court; providing

12

defendant access to certain information in the

13

presentence report; providing for adoption of

14

rules for the extension of the limits of

15

confinement; ?roviding for conditions under

16

which youthful offenders are supervised;

17

providing penalty for failure to return to

18

confinement at designated time; providing for

19

maximum terms of community control programs;

20

providing for certification of institutional

21

capacity by the Department of General Services;

22

providing for payment for costs of

23

incarceration or community control program by

2(

yout�ful offenders; providing for the sealing,

25

expunction, and access of records; providing

26

for granting and forfeiture of gain-time;

27

amrndin:i ss. 959.115(1), (5), 959.116(1),

28

Florida Statutes; providing for transfer of

29

minors placed in a community control program by

30

the court; providing for transfer of minors to

31

youthful offender programs of the Department of
1
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(C)

effective date.
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this state, a felony of the first, second, or third degree;
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Community control programs shal 1 be supervised by the

17

18
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(1)

Supervised activities designed to encourage

21

(2)

Restitution in money or in kind or through public

23

Section 5.

odditiofls.

MANDATORY YOUTHFUL OFFENDER ADJUDICATION.--A

HI person shall be adjudicated a youthful offender if such person

/

28 has not:
} 1
\...,# 29
(a)
31 I

lI

(1)

Eligibility for youthful offender

VI is a youthful offender as defined in section 3 of this act and
30

worAiJ:!.'l.4_e__ili�ore

the department and shall include but shall not be limited to:

25
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department or other public or private agencies designated by

241 adjudication.--

•.lj'2 or :. .-he has h�en
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Community control program; supervision.--

� 19 noncriminal behavior, with appropriate sanctions for violation
1
M of the terms of the program by the youthful offender; and

�r1tur3.L pDt"'J011!

2

Section 4.

221 service.
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custody of the department as provided by law.
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IOI of restriction or noninstitutional conflnement for youthful
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(e)

91 establishment, and implementation of an individualized program
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Who has committed the crime prior to attaining 21

the provisions of this act.
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(d)

years of age; and

Sh0::t tit �t;.--s1..�c :ions 1 th:ough 14 of thi:;
1

Who has tendered, and the court has accepted, a

plea of nolo contendere to a er ime which is, under the laws of

>

1

CS/CS/SB 669

or

(b)

LODIHl..:i: Words in

Previously been found guilty of a felony;

Previously been adjudicated a youthful offender;
3

-4,-U,,I---" � type ore deletions;
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301-1.919-7

(c)

Committed the offense subsequent to attaining 21

( 2)

!JISCRETIOn.'IRY YOUTHFUL OFFENDER ADJUDICATION. --A

301-1919-7

defendant, if he is assigned to youthful offender services and

years of 3ge.

facilities.

Section 6.

Judicial disposition of youthful

person exclud<:'d from mandatory adj•Hl i.c,t ion as a youthful

o((enders.--If the court finds a person to be a youthful

contend ere to a· prior erime which if ::ommitted in Flori.Ja

law, the court shall dispose of the case as follows:

the laws of this state may be odjujic3ted a youthful offender

youthful offender in a community control program for a period

offender by virtue of having been found guilty or plead nolo

offender, in lieu of other criminal penalties authorized by

would be a felony of the first, secoml, or third clcgree under

10

CS/CS/SB 669

(1)

after considerotion of the following critP.ria:

not to exceed 1 year or f�r such longer period as may be

The seriousness of t�e offense to the community

(a)

The court may withhold adjudication and place the

IOI determined by written order of the court under such terms and

111 and whether the protection of the commu11ity requires adult

111 conditions as the court may prescribe; provided, however, that

13

131 past the 23rd birthday of the person placed on probation.

121 :J isposi tion;
(b)

Whether the offense was committed in an

141 aggressive, violent, premeditated, or willful manner;
15

(c)

Whether the offerrse w'.ls against persons or against

161 property, gre�ter weight being given to offenses against
171 persons, �specially if personal injur-, resulted;

18

(tl)

'['he sophisticotion '.lnd mc1turity of the d,:,fenJant,

171 as tlcti:?rmlned by consider.:ition of his home, en•, ironment.:il

101 situ-1tion, emotional attitude, anJ pattern of living;

21

(e)

23

l.

22 I including:

171 the maximum term of probation shall not exceed 2 years nor run

14

17

27

Prior adjudications that the Jefend�nt committeJ a

4.

Prior commit1ne11ts to institutions; 1nd

28lviol"ltion o[ law; and
n

30

(f)

The prosp�cts for a�equate protection of the

Jllpublic and the likelik)Od of re,sonable rehabilit�tiorr of the
-I

COiJING: Word!. in ...tn.•"-k llif.ov!� type ore deletions from exi�tinJ low; wor,h _cnderli�_Q_ore �Jditions.

The court

201 shall make written findings as to the aggravating factors
22

(a)

In the commission of a felony, or in flight

231 therefrom, the defendant inf! icted or attempted to inflict
24lserious bodily injury to another.

"Serious bodily injury" as

251 used in this section means bodily injury which creates a

26lsubstantial risk of death or serious disfigurement, serious

comm1111ity control :Hog ram;

J.

If the court finds that any one of the following

21 I found to exist.

Previous contacts with the department, the

3

(J)

-� 1910( imprisonment before eligibility for parole.

',;,q

The record arid ['rev ious history of the defendant,

Prior perioJs in

department for a period not to exceed 5 years

181 aggravating factors exist, the court may impose a minimum term

251 errforcement agencies, :111d courts;
2.

The youthful offender may be committed to the

16 unless sooner released as provided by law.

241 Depart1,1ent of Health �,1d Rehabilitative Services, other law

26

(2)

( �-<) 151 custody of the

771 impairment of health, or serious loss or impairment of the

. •'•'

78 I function of any organ of the body .
29

(b)

The defendant presents a continuing risk of

30 I physical harm to the public.
31

5
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(c)

The defendant knowingly created a great risk of

(d)

The defendant committed a felony to disrupt or

sul,e;tantial period of Lime before Lile commission of the

prec;cnt er ime;

bodily injury or death to many people.

(Ii)

hinder the lawful exercise of any governmental function or the

(ii

( f)

The defendant ·committed a felony that was heinous,

(4)

If the court finds that any one of the followiny

IOI atrocious, or cruel.

11

11 mitigating factors exist, the court may impose a lesser term
1
13 of imprisonment as provided in subsection (2).
The court

141 shall make written findings as to the mitigating factors found
151 to exist.
16

(a)

The defendant's criminal conduct neither caused

18

(b)

The defendant did not contemplate that his

20

(cl

The defendant acted under a strong provocation;

17 I nor threatened serious harm;

191 criminal conduct would cause or threaten serious harm;

21

(d)

There were substantial grounds tending to excuse

21lor justify the defendant's criminal conduct, though failing to
231 establish a defense;

24

(e)

The victim of the defendant's criminal conduct

26

(f)

The defend3nt has compensated or will compensate

251 induced or facilitated its commission;

271 the victim of his criminal conduct for the damage or injury
281 that the victim sustained;
29

(g)

The defendant has no history of prior delinquency

301 or criminal activity or has led a law-abiding life for a
31

6
COOING: Wo,di in �h-vd
. � th...ov9h type ore de-leti•ns from existin, lew; w•riJ'§. .unJe-rlineJ_■re •""iti•11s.

unl il�ely

to

recur

The characLer und attitudes of the defendant

indicate t.hnt he is unlikely to corn;nit anot110r crime.

The· defendant committed a felony for the purpose

Section "I.

of avoiding or preventing a lawful arrest, or effecting an
escape.

The cll'fe11da11t' s er iminul conduct. was the result of

circumstu11ces

enforcement of laws.
(e)

cs;cs,,;1• o'_,·.,

Suspension of sentence by court.--The court

ma;-, upon motion by the def,:,ndant m.ide no earlier than 30 days
and no laLer than 90 days after the defendant, having beeri

IOI adju<l ic.aLecl a youthful offender,

is delivered into the c11stocly

11 of Lhe department, or upon the court's own motion during the
12 same 60-day period, suspend the further execution of the

13 sentence and place the defendant on probation upon such terms

141 as the court may require.

The court shall hear any such

151 motion within 60 days after it is filed and shall enter its
161 ruling thereon expeditiously.

The department shall forward to

17lti,e court all relevant matericil on the youthful offender's

18lprogress while in custody not later than J working days prio,
19 I to the hearing.

70

Section 0.

PrcsPntencf'

rcporl;

ucccss by <lcfendunt�--

21' Thc defendant is entitled to an opportunity to present to Lhe

22 1 court facts which would materially affect the dee ision of the
The
23 court to adjudicate the defendant a youthful offender.
1
2,: defendant, hls attorney, ;ind the State shall be entitled to
751 inspect all material contained in the presentence report or
�ldiagnostic reports prepared or received by the department.

nlThe court may except from disclosure to the defendant and his
�lattnrney sources of information which have been obtained
79 through a promise of confidentiality.

ln all cases in wliich

30 parts of the report are not disclosed the court shall state

31

for the record the reasons for its action and shall inform the
7
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lld0f0ndant und hi� ;:ittor11Py that

J ,J i.scloc:; d.
-'
I
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( l)

�-

the clPp.11 tn11'nt :111d any ·;1unlcipld 1::-1

information h,1r-; not UC'0.n

fo1 thP l1ousi11y ol

of co11( inerne11t.

�x.t,�n�;iun of limits of conii11cment.--

(3)

Th,� t.lepor Lnu�nt is authorized lo uUopt reCJUl .:itions

ill unaccompanied by a custodial agent for a prescribed period of
Dltime to:

14

(a)

Visit, for a specified period,

a designated place

151 or places for the purpose of visiting a dying relative,
16l •3ttenrJing the funeral of il relative, or arranging for

171 employment or [or a sult�ble residence for use when released,

The wd lf11l C,ilure of a yot > thful offender to

desig11ateJ by the dc•partment sh;ilJ be dfc'emc_,d an escape from

the custody of the department and ,;;hall be punishable as

rhe department may authorize a youthful offender, under

111s•Jch action, to leave the place of his confinement

t:.ht':>t� :•out:l1ful ,"'ffender� in a loc.Jl pl,1ct"?

within the time prescrib�J to the place of confinem ent

c;ause to beli.eve that_ he will honor the trust placed in him.

10[ �y the department which shall maintain a written record of

ur fcJ0ral a�P.:11":y
::ou11ty
..

remai11 within l:h� externJC'cl limits of confinement or to retur:i

5 permitting the extension of the limits of Lhe place of
\
6 c0nfinement of ,i youthful offender when there is reasonable

prescribed conditions and following investigation and approval

CS/CS/SO 669

301-1919-7

CS/CS/Sci 660

301-1919-7

10

prescribed by la.,.

Section JU.
(1)

11

Probation; maximum term.--

Y0uthful otfe11der s placed in i'l cornmunity control

11 program subsequer>t to their rele;isP. from the custody by parole
1
13 or by accumulation of statutory gain-time allowances of the

14ldepartment sh;ilJ he supervised tor a pericd not to exceed 1

15 I year or for such longer period unn under ,rnch conditions as
16lmay be set by written order of the ParolP. and Probation
171Commission; provi,led, however, tl>at th<! maximum term of

181 tn otherwise aid in the cnrrection of the youthful offender,

181 supervision in a community co11ttol pr0or;,m shall nut exceed 2

701 interest, and return t(J Lhe same or another institution or

20

'91 •ir for .Jn(Jther cr)aTii"Jf;ll iny reason consistent with the public

)l

facility designated by the department; or

,)

nducal i 1)n or u training prugrum, or •;olu11t�r i ly serve a public

}5

:u<nmunity, provided the youthful offender shall be r:onfined

71

L1 cl ining, or s<?rvice and traveling thereto ;,ncl therefrom.

72

(b)

Work at paid employment, pi'lrticipate in an

it. �r nonprofit agency or a public service p rogram in the

76! n:,cept during the hours of his employment, ,,ducat ion,
)8

( 2)

The depar tm 0nt may adopt rule:, ,is to the

n cl ig ihil ity of youthful offenders for such extensio11 of.
,, : co11flncment, the disbursemc11t of any earnings of these

- I

..: 1 ·

10uthful

Jffr::.-nders, r--Jr th� i:?11ler tng tnt.o of ;,greemcnts hetwe0n

.

.

8
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191 y<>ars or the m7xiu,u,n tcrin for which th"Y trnvn been sentenced.
( 2)

Dur irni the per led of c�·,.,mun ity control the

21 I youthful offender shall perform the terms and conditions of

221 his releilse agre,,n,ent 11s if on p,:ir,.,le ard :,hall tc subject to
231 revocation or moil;ficati011 of th,, n>lease agreement as if on

141 parole.

The pro,·isions of s. 945.30 shall ai;,ply to youthful

251 offenders relC'i1Sed nn p,irole or by ac:cnmulation of statutory

Mlgain-time allowances except those youthful offenders within or

77 I without the state m1der an ir.terstate com;:-;,ct i'!dopted p•.1rsnant.
7Rlto chapt"r 949.

2?

Section 11.

Designation of faciiities for youthful

JOI off�nclers; certification of facilitv capacity.-11

9
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CS/CS/SB 6G9

301-1919'· 7

(l)

301-1919-7

The department shall Jesignate and adapl

suhject to such sealin<J, cxpunct ion, und control of

tacil ilies and progrilms (or youthful offendPrc; ,Jnd r,i,;:,l I

dissemination as llre tlic crirnin,11 justice records of other

,!provide person11el spc,ci,Jlly qualif i.ed by t.rai11iny ;:,r,d

ddult offcnclcrs under appJ icuble provi�ions of l<iw.

ex.per ir�0,·c t0 np 1:r atr, f.::>c i 1 iti.r:-f-; ;ind pr oy r i1111r; for yout- Ii r u I
offenders.
( 2)

(2)

offender under this act sl,all be deemed confidential nonpublic

the architectural plans and specifications of all proposed

youthful offender institutio11s or facil ities constructed after

records which are accessible only to criminal justice

agencies, other public and private entities having

the effective date of this act and shall certify to the

The Department

11 of General Services shall annually recertify the capacity

17 limits i.n time··tor inclusion in the department's legislative

13 budget request.
I�

Section 12.

Participation in certain activities

151 reqtJired .--Youthful offenders may be required t0 participate

161 in vc<::ational, edncational, correctional, and public service

171 training and activities.

llny income derivecl by youthful

18\ offenders from participation in such activities shall be used

191 to defray a portion of the costs of their incurceration or
70 probation, to satisfy pre-existing obligations, or to puy

21 restitution to the victim of the crime for ;;hicli thP youthful

77 offender has been convicted in an amount. d,:,termincd by the
73 sentencing court.

The court muy order placement of the

� youthful offender in a communily residential fecility as a

� condition of probation subject to budgetary limitations and
?6 the availability of bed space.
77

Section 13.

nl records.--

)?
}0

( l)

Sealing, expunction, and disseminution of

The records relating to th<: ar rec:L, ind ictm<:>11t,

infor1nJtior1, trial, or disposition of alleged offenses of �

31 I person udjud icated a youthful of[Pnd,,r under this act shill.l be
10
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The record:� rclu:Ling to the incarceration,

rehilbilitation, ilnd post custodial supervision of a youthful

'!'hf• Departfl'ent of General Services slial I revie1o1

IOI department their respective design capacities.

CS/CS/SB 669

responsibilities hereunder, and, otherwise, only to such

IOI public ;:ind privilte entities ohle to demonstrate to a court of

11

competent jurisdiction that access to such records on a

I? privileged and confidential basis is in the interest of a

13 youthful offender, a group of youthful offenders, or the
14Jpublic welfare.

15

(3)

tlothing in this section shall be construed .:is

16 prohibiting the youthful offender or his attorney from
1
17 discovery of records or information as otherwise authorized by

181 low or demanded by the state or tile federal constitution.
19

Section 14.

The department may grant gilin-time up to 5

70\ dc1ys per month off the time to be served in imprisonment for

21 good conduct, may declare a forfeiture of same as described in
27 s. 941.28, Florida Statutes, and may grant extra good time

73 allowances pursuant to s. 944.29,

Florida Statutes, for

24 youthful offenders committed to its custody.

75

Section 15.

Subsections (1) and

(5) of section

261959.115, Floridu Statutes, ore amended Lo read:

"

9S9.115

Community_control PPeba���A or commitment of

n i'-!veniles crimi11c1lly pr·osccuted c>s adults ,n-ir,ee9-fly-eeti!'le�
l
n Qth�P-tkaA-e�•eti�t-eetiPts.--

30

(l I

A juvenil_e_who is"'�""• found to have com,nitted a

31lcriminal �ti�lty-ef-an offense �n-a-eetirt-net-eMePeis�n�
11
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• 301-1919-7

301-1919-7

jtl�en4le-jtlr4sd4et4efl may, as an alternative to other

services programs of the Deparlment Df Health ond

dispositions, be committed to the department for treatment in

Rehabilitative Services for the remainder of his sentence, or

a youth program outside the correctional system as defined in
s. 944.02L

8E

until hi:; 21st birthday, whichever results in the shorter

be placed in a community control program, or be

term. If, upon such person's attuining his 21st Ldrt! 1 d.J.y, his

adjudicated a youthful offender eH-pPeeat4en-te-�he

sentence has not terminilted, he sl,all be transf<-'l red to the

eet,a��ffleA""7-4!-�Re-aepaE�Meflt-4s-w4ll4n�-ana-4!-""he-e!!ense-4s

Department of Offender Rehabilitation for placcmrnt in a

.a-4eleny-eE-a-ffl4seeffleaneE-!-�he-!4Es�-eegEee-as-ae!4nee-4n
e-1\�p�er-��5.

(SJ (a)

If a juvenile

ffl½A8E

proves not to be suitable

101.,,_naele to treatment or the £££9_ram is not suitable for the

11 juvenile under the provisions of subsection (4) (a), the court
1
12 shall have the power to commit the juvenile M4ner to the
131 department as described in subsection

14

(b)

(4)

(b).

If a juvenile M4ner proves not to be suitable

151 affleRaele to treatment or the program is not suitable for the

16 juvenile under the provisions of subsection (4) (b), the court
1
17 shall have the power to revoke the previous adjudication of

18 eel4AEJHeney, impose � -l<he-w4H,hele adjudication �outhful
1
19 offende� ef-�,14l�, and impose any sentence which it may

youthful offender pro1rarn or, with the commission'
to the supervision of the De�ent of Offender

959.116

Transfer of minors from the Department of

24IOffender Rehabilitation to the Department of Health and

251 Rehabilitative Services.--

26

(1)

When any person under the age of 18 years is

V sentenced by any court of competent jurisdiction to the

28 Department of Offender Rehabilitation, the secretary of the

29 Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services may recommend
30 that the court order the transfer £.!. such person to the youth
311 services programs of the Department of Health and
12
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If any ,orovisic:,n of this act or the

121 .:ipplicc!tlon thereof t::i any person or circumstance is held

131 irrnlitl, it is the legislati1e intent that the invalidity

l�I shall not ;:iffect other provisions or 1pplicatic>:15 of the act

i5I ·,;hich can be <Jiven effect without the invalid ;:·re·; is ion or

161 •Jpplication, and to this end the provisions of chis act are

171 declared sev2rahle.

18

19 I I ,77.

?2

23

Section 17.

11

221 Statutes, is amended to read:

21

consent,

Rehabilit3tio11 Para-l:-2-:3.Rd-PFeBa�-�en-EaR�·i:9s-i:sA :.>r be given any

20

Subsection (1) of section 959.116, Florida

s

IOI other transfer which 1aay liiwfully be made.

�I lawfully impose, giving credit for all time in the department.
Section 16.

CS/CS/SB 669

11

::

15

:

78

JI

This act sh.:ill t;:ike effect Uct.ober l,

STATEMENT OF SUBSfANTJAL CHAHGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUSSTIT UTE FOR COl·iMlTTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR: SB 659

I

2.
l.

:, .
13.

n1 :,.
)0

Sectic.>n 18.

I "·

''Community Control Prograrn." is substi.tut�d fnr "Pr')'.Jclt lon" through ou t
the bill.
A m3xi:nurn lc:ngth of c:)mmitment of 5 years is substituted £ e r
:narn.latory ,nlnirnum 5entences for v3.rious off<::!nses.

The court may impose ..1. ml.lir:ivm term of i::npri::;on:::ent before �liglbil i.:-y
tor parole if the court finds aggravating factors �xist.

During thP. pertoc\ of community contr-:.,l the youthful •.)ffender s hall
perform the t�rms :m<l conditi.1Jns of �,is rel�ase agrc!t:::ii�nt 35 if on
parole.
lle!etcs tile condition that tl1e dcpartme�t
fro1n housing youthful offenders in exce3s

shall thereafter be prohibited
of the c�rtificacion.

Del�tPs tt1e requirement tl1at the dep3rtrnent nut 2x�ce<l
desi.zn capacity of youthful �ffeuder lnstitutions.
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Florida 5enate - 1978

SB 11,5

By The Cornr.1ittee on Corrections, Probation and Parole; and
Senator P. Thomas

.,',:f

o\\'
\J'

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to corrections; creating the
"Florida Youthful Offender Act"; providing

legislative intent and definitions; providing
for the adjudication of persons as youthful

6ffenders; providi�g for judicial disposition

of youthful of fenders; providing for commitment

@@ [r I/

to the custody of the departT<ent; providing for
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circumstances; providing for the suspension of

sentence by the court; providing defendant
access to certain information in the

presentence report; providing for adoption of
rules for the extension of the limits of

confinement; providing a penalty, as an escape,
for failure to return to designated place of

confinement at designated time; providing for

maximum terms of community control programs;

providing for designation of facilities fu_d
certification of institutional capacity of

institutions and faciliti�auchorizing orders
for distribution of income earned by youthful

offenders; providing for the sealing.

e xpunction, and access of records;foviding
for granting and forfeiture _of gain-t:0

providing for consequences of violation of the
terms of the program, but granting credit for
time spent in a community control program on

the sentence term; providing for participation
in mutual participation agreements; amending

ss. 959.115(1), (5), 959.116(1), Florida
1
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Statutes: authorizing the court to �lac e minors

de�ar�:ent or other public er private agencies designated by

in a community control program; providing

t�e �epa:t�enc ant shall include but shall not be limited to:

severability; providing an effective date.

(1)

noncrimi,al be�avior, with appropriate �: nc:_ 1�1;3__ _f_o...E__�J_£_l_�tio_n
_
_
of t:ie terms of tfie p:oqrom by the youthful offende::r; and

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of florida:
Section 1.

"( 2)

Short title.--Sections l through 16 of this

service.

act shall be known and may be cited as the "Florida Youthful

10

Offe,..der /\ct."

Section 2.

·,:,

13 imprisonment by pr eventing their association with older and

_ _i

14 more experi enced criminals during the ter::is of their

·

1

It is the further intent of the Legislature to

( l)

Definitions.--As used in this act:

"Department" means the Department of Offender

231 Rehabilitation.
24

25

( 2)

"Community control program" means an

individualized program of restriction or noninstitutional

M confinement for youthful offenders placed in the community in
V lieu of commitment to the custody of the department, and for

�I youthful offenders subsequent to release from the custody of
�I t he department as provided by law.
30

Section 4.

Community control program; sup ervision.--

311 Community control programs shall be supervised by the

COOING: Words in�� type ore deletions from uisting low; words underlined ere cddi1ions.

I
1

(a)

I
I

'

Who is at least 18 years of age or who has been

transferred for orosecution
to the criminal division of the
-

.!i circuit

court pursuant to chapter 39, �lorida Sta�utes;

ii a erirr1e w:lich is, under the

181 demonstrated that they can no longer be handl ed safely as

Section 3.

'

1;i
( b) W�o is found guilty of or �ho has te�dered, and
I
·,1 the court has accepted, a plea of nolo contendere er guilty to

M provide an additional sentencing alternative to be used in the
l
17 discretion of the court when dealing with offenders who have

22

IL�
cJ:
r�
·, 1ic\ic; �

/_------

:; I

12 r eturn to the community of youthful offenders sentenced to

21

Eligibility fee youthful offe�der;

- �)
; •I .:__�
.. c�urt r.1ay�j� dic�- �e) as a
(1 > � I GI3 IL I TY • - -T"e
youthf•Jl offender any person:

Legislative intent.--The purpos e of this

19 juveniles and who require more substantial limitations upon
1
M their liberty to ensure the protection of society.

Restitution in money or in kind or through public

Section 5.

[

11 act is to improve the chanc es of correction and successful

15 confinement.

Sup ervised activities designed to e�courage

I

ty

'SI the first, second, or third Cegree if such crime was committed

·- i

"1 before the defendant's 22nd birthday; and

._t)o'

i

lJ�
�/

l

laws of this state, a felony of

21

·,

-•

,3

(c)

offender.

�A-L�

2�) i_ ..})1�
_; '
ilf')Yci

( 2) MANDI\TOR:;' YOUTfj�UL OFFENDER 1\0.J Ob!CATION. --,;
�1"<,,,0C\.<:>
p erson shall te adjJd:eaeed
a youthful offender if such person

1 1 \}. �\2, meets the criteria for eligibility for adjudication as a
6\ I-�· ';t) -�iJ \vi,_
.:.r ls youthful offender as set out in subsection (1) and such person

j ');
\s® fY
if
. . • ..

:,

'.7

·�J v<1 i
:.Jl�Jl

0

f

from mandatory adjudication as a youthful

offen�er by virtue of having been previo�sly fou�d guilty to a

crime ��ich if co�mi�ted in Florida would be a felony o� the

1I first, second, or th�rd degree under the laws of this state

'1 r

�l" .Qt I��

�NJr

DISCRETIONARY YOUTHFUL OFFENDER ADJUDICATION.--/\

-., I' person excluded
I� l

<
ti'
v'I,J"

has not previously been found guilty of a felony.
"(3)

,,-.,

Who has not previously been adjudicated a youthf�l
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1,

'l

following-crit eria:
(a)

The seriousness of the offense to the coDmu�ity

t:-:e 2.E,__Ot.ect:.c:1 of ::--:e co:n:nunit·1 :-c�:diL12:.:.._
and�
-.

,rC:::

5 d-r.;pos l tlon as en

----- .�

amrti:-t-

i_01�

i7(b) .....;.;n�t-her the of fense was committed in an

aggrk�s1ve 1 violent, premeditated, or willful manner;

\__\
�

,:l

....,e: ""'S -g-i--ve-n-to-otfens-es-aga-inst-

10 \ -�, _ _espec� ly-if
i:,er_ �onal-injury tesulte-d·;
(d)

J

The sophistication and maturity of the defendant,

ill as determined by consideration of his home , environmental

13\ s ituation, emotional attitude, and pattern of living;
lJ

(e)

151 including:
16\

·✓

�

\

l"-"l'--cfi-

property�re �pr ·.zE-ig-R-

II

�l.i

�ar the offense was aga!nst persons er agai;ist
i-

1.

The record and previous history of the defendant,

Previous contacts ·.;i th the department, the

171 Depar tme nt of Health and Rehabilitative Services, other law

-:J;,�

Reflect the seriousness of the offense, promote
/
respect for law, and provide just punishment for the offense;

may be adjudicated a yout�fcl offender after consideraticn of

t he

and

'J- 1

.; .

Provide the defen�iHlt with needed edxatior.al or

vocaticnal trof�ing, me_sl.A.cal ca�_e, or other correctional
treatmen·t• in ,the m;,st effective :nanner-. 1
/
.
,
.
.
.sect ion 6. Judicial d{spdsition of youthful

off-enders.--If the court Qi_��
e.diue!iGat� a person a yout:'1:ul

offender, in lieu of other criminal penalties authorized by

10\ law, the court shall dispose of the criminal cas e as follows:

II

( 1)

The court ma�-,:m-of--,;.u.i.Lt_.and--

�; _;..
il place the youthful _offender_ qn, probation in a
mmunjtY
..
l
l•v'-\Jd"-.(1[,v\_ l._,.,.___ 0--15
·
C,_4-,v->..A
·
13 control progra"{' for a period not to exceed 2 yea s nol;J el<tend
,

�-t

w--o:L [\

i4I beyond the 24th birthday of the defendant.

15

(2)

The

c ourt

may commit the youthful offender to the

16\ custody of the department for a period not to exceed 6 years.
171 The sentence of the court shall specify a period of not more

181 enforcement agencies, and courts;

181 than the first 4 years to be se rved by imprisonment and a

20

3.

201 control program.·

22

(f)

19

21

23

2.

Prior periods in a community control program;

4.

Prior commitments to institutions; anO

Prior violations of law; and

'fl>.e pro-pec·s 'er edec;,,.�r.,,,t..e.c.t..i.a.n,_oL.tJle---
/.
.aol-i-c.and· �he likelihood of reasonable rehabilitation of the

24 [ defendant, if he is assigned to youthful offende r services and

25 facilities.
26

27

(g)
1.

,. '"·"'·"',
I
28

30
31

2.

.

.(:. J_:.,

C.., \..Cl....<'.,'.),�vl.U·---

Whe the_'t'.§"> udica�would:

l\fford ad�ua:;.--Mte
a l_.. co-n
��-- _

�

-�---

fu
ote <\ i,e-"p�;l'�m
��, L V

/

,..er·crimes.J)-{""the
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191 period of not more than 2 years to be served in a community
The defendant shall serve the sentence of

211 the court unless sooner release d as provided by law.

22

(3)

If the cour t finds that any one of the following

23 aggravating factors exists, the court may impose a minimum

24 term of imprisonment of 1 year before eligibility for parole,
� and the court shall sentence
26

the

defendant to a term of

imprisonment not to excee d 6 years.

The court shall make

I
27I written findings as to the aggravating factors

2s I
)0
ol

(a)

fo�nd to exist.

The defendan t inflicte d or at temp t ed to inflict

serious bodily injury to another during

t he

commission of the

felony or in fligh t therefrom. "S e rious bodily injury" me ans

bodily injury which creates a substantial risk of death or

CODING: Words in�� type are defe11ons from e-xisring low; wo,ds underlined are add111ons.
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cases i� which parts of the report are not disclosed the court

ii serious disfigurement, seriou5 im?ai:-.r1er.t of :-Jealth, or

shall s�ate for the record the reasons for its action and

sericu3 less �r impairxe�t of the fcnction of any orga� er
part of the body.

shall inform the defendant and his attorney that information

(b}

The defend�nt ?resents a continuing risk of

(c)

The defendant knowingly created a great risk of

has not been disclosed.

p hysical harm to the public.

4

aI

il

bodily injury or death to any person.
( d)-��=rt-i:Trte

�

Section 9.
(1)

confine�ent of a youthful offender when there is rea�onable

cause to believe that he will honor the trust placed in hi�.

10 The de?artment may authorize a youthful of fender, under

The defendant committed a felony that was heinous

11 prescribed conditions and following inves tigation and approval

or involved physical violence .
.12o �l �

)

.,.,,.;

13

14

·. ;,P t1r

)•'· �..,y _c,/4.
· ,.J

.

·

_ /':__,
N
'

:�.J

J' �

\l
)'· ...:· • --,;;
:
\/\

·\-:-� v'

J

Iv
\._\,
''

. •
.

Section 7.

Suspension of sentence by court.--The court

upon motion of the defendant, or upon its own motion, may
within 60 days after imposition of sentence suspend the

further execution of the sentence and place the defendant on

11

probation in a community control program upon such terms as

19

court all relevant material on the youthful offender's

18 t he court may require.

20

21

22

The department shall forward to the

ect1on 8.

+I

v�c

•.I .
1-7'7'..,£•-f--t-e--;.._,

Presentence report; access by defendant.--

2J The defendant is entitled to an opportunity to present to the
I
24 court facts which would materially affect the decision of the
25

court to adjudicate the defendant a youthful offender.

j� defendant,

The

his attorney, and the State shall be entitled to

\,,Y�0

2
inspect all factual material contained in the presentence
7
28 report or diagnostic reports prepared or received by the

,, d

3o1 defendant and his attorney sources of information which have

.) -.!'.

s :;:
:· '"

,\:

291 department.

31

The court may withhold from disclosure to the

been obtained through a promise of confidentiality.

In al1
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1

progress while in custody not later than ��aysa· prior

----to the hearing./ CJ1'_

The department is authorized to adopt regulations

permitting the extension of the limits of the place cf

s.r '' pt Or -�,-E he

,la.,,,ful· exerc-i-s- e -of-a1'iy���mental function or the

JJi

Extension of limits of confinement.--

,:·--: J,_

�•

\f"

JJ�.

�

o-1

� \\, -� Q.
() "t),
\;)l( ..J

f
· x,J
�

12 by the depart�e�t �hich s�all maintain a written record of
'

1

1
:
1

I

1

1

13 such a.::tion, to leave the place of his.confine:..ent

141 unaccompanied by a custodial agent for a prescribed period of

151 time to:
16

(a)

Visit a designated place or places for the purpose

of visiting a dying relative, attending the funeral of a

17

18

relative, or arranging for employment or for a suitable

W

c orrection of the youthful offender, or for another compelling

19

residence for use when released, to otherwise aid in the

reason consistent with the public interest, and return to tr.e

21

221 same or another institution or facility designated by the
231 department; or
24

(b)

Work at paid employment, participate in an

251 education or a training program, or voluntarily serve a public
M

27

28
'19

l

1

or nonprofit agency or a public service program in the

community, provided the youthful offender shall be confined
except during the hours of his employment, education,

training, or service and while traveling thereto and

301 therefrom.
31
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(2)

309-233A-8

The depart�ent may adopt r�les as to t�e

eligibility 0-f youthful o:fenders for 5uc'.-'l extension of

.

,_

confinement, the disburEe�ent of any earnings cf youthful

�,�'f'G1

offenders, or tt-.e er.tering into of agree'.':lents between the

department and any munici?al or cour.ty or federal age�cy :or

the housing of youthful offenders in a local place of

confinement.
(3)

\\_JP'\
'\\'\:,,·ctY\

The willful failure of a youthful offender to

iOl within the time prescr ::Jed to the place of confinement

/ ll the department and a felony of the third degree, punishable as

?JIY

,,.-1
,.
1 __

/.'

'"
)\,

or�

IJ

15

provided by s. 775.082.
Section 10.
(1)

/

Com,nunity control program; maximum term.--

21 written order of the Parole and Probation Commission.
ll

(2)

During the period spent in the community control

23 1 program the youthful offender shall perform the terms and

fa�i}ities and programs for youthful offenders and shall

( 2)

'

9

T�e Department of General Services shall review

the architectural ?lans and specifications of each proposed

101 youthful offender institution or facility to be constructed
121 department its desi;n capacities.

The De?art�ent of General

13 Services shall annually recertify the capacity li:nits in time
(3)

Insofar as is practical, youthful offender

16 facilities and programs shall be used only for youthful

171 accumulation of statutory gain-ti:ne allowances, shall be

JO release shall be under such conditions as may be set by·

T�e deeartment shall design ate and adapt

L�\�� .:_,::_
�19 person�el specially �ualified by training and
offenders.

15

16[ control program upon release from imprisonment by parole or by

supervis�d in the progra. . for a period not to exceed either 2
.J:Y--'-'\i'-c-.K.-i,.1..
\,_,'-� , . l_,.l..u,'1..
.:J)
.?Y'-.A..-V
191 years or
the maximum
term to which he was sentenced, anhne

(1)

�4 for inclusion in the department's legislative budget request.

A youthful offender, when ;,laced in a community

18

offenders; certification of facility capacity.--

\
\ 11 a fter the effective date of this act and shall certify to th�

11 designated by the depart;nent is an escape from the custody of

, I.\.· J'l3

.Jo

Designation of facilities for youthful

experi�nce to operate facilities and programs for youthful

remain within t�e extended limits of confinement or to return

1

Section 11.

0

Qv?

17[ offenders and such youthful offenders shall be segregated from

181 other offenders.
19

Section 12.

Participation in certain activities

Mi reguired.--A youthful offender may be-required to participate

21 in vocational, educational, :.5rrectional, or public service
lll training or activities. �Yncome derived by a youthful

M, conditions of his release agreement and shall be subject to

23 offi,nder from partic ipation in such training or activities
.
·
1 i:...,'\�0
{) lv-...,c
24 �\ be used"t°o\defray a portion of the costs of his

M were on parole.

Ml obligations, or to pay restitution to the victim of the crime

25 revocation or modification of the release agreement as if he
The provisions of s. 945.30 shall apply to

25[ incarceration or supervision, to satisfy pre-existing

27 youthful offenders released on parole or by accumulation of

27 I for which the youthful offender has been convicted in an

n1 within or without the state under an interstate compact

n1 recommend

31

31 budgetary limitations and the availability of bed space.

� statutory gain-time allowances except those youthful offenders

W! adopted pursuant to chapter 949, Florida Statutes.
8
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� I amount determined by the sentencing court.

The court may

placement of the youthful offender in a community

�I residential facility as a condition of supervision subject to·
9
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Section 13.

records.-(1)

Sealing, expuncticn, �nd dissemination of

The cecords relating to t:ie arrest, indictment,

41 information, trial, or disposition cf alleged offenses of a

p erson adjudicated a youthful offender under this act shall be

(1)

community control program shall subject the youthful offender

to the provisions of ss. 948.06(1), 949.10, 949.11, and

41 949.12, Plorida Statutes.
(2)

community control program toward the time he was or shall be

dissemina�ion as are t�e criminal justice records of other
(2)

The records relating to the incarceration,

<-t...--L-

+. -� ·.

. -.

(.D

.....

�p -{;,y
-k.--v�,-J.., c J /G:...Jv�,.__:_h.-,..::,-Y-s ect ion 16. TJ- provisions of this act shall

c:1 4"- ;i?C:J

111 par!:ici;_:ation agree:r.ent adc;,ted �urs·..:ant to s. 947.135,

13

Section 17.

ISi p ublic and private entities able to demonstrate to a court of

151

959.115

171 ,...,nciui.legad and --0e-n-f-±-d-enti.crt-besis� is in the interest of a

17

191 public welfare.

191 other dispositions, be committed to the department for

211 prohibiting a youthful offender or his attorney from discovery

21 I as defined in s. 944.02 or be placed in a communitv control

231 required by the state or the federal constitution.

23 is willing and if the offense is a felony or a misdemeanor of
1
24 the first degree as defined in chapter 775, Florida Statutes.

18 I youthful offender, a group of youthful offenders, or the

20

(3)

Nothing in this section shall be construed as

221 of records or information as otherwise authorized by law or
24

,, :

rl

--:r

,,

121 Florida Statutes.

161 c ompetent jurisdiction that access to such records�

,�

'\,.,.iJ.

12l·records ...!�z:& accessi:Jle mTT"""y-to criminal justice

l.!l responsibilities under this act, and, otherwise, only to such

�

r _,/; ... -

:01 rehabilitation, and post custodial supervision of a youthful

131 agencies, other oublic and private entities having

_j

sentenced to serve.

not
I..,·
1cl restrict the participation of ycuthf:.il offer.de:s in a mutual

Ill offender under this act shall be <le 0 ufed···c=u�_!]_O_DQ.ll.blic_

+'
v

/\n offender whose release is revoked shall be

credited··with that time he has satisfactorily served in a

subject to such sealing, expunction, and control of
adult offenders under applicable provisions of law.

/\ violation or alleged violation of the terms of a

Section

The department may grant gain-ti�e up to 5

251 days per month off t

26 good conduct, may declare

�
,,_'/;f127 s. 944.28, Florida Statutes,

30
31

.

time to be served in im-p;·isonment for
✓

orfeituryf· same as described in
,/

d m�fgrant extra good time

allowances pursuant to s.

9'\_Florida Statutes, for any

7
youthful offender commit�d to its\ustody.
Section 15.

Vio�ations of community control program.-10
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Si...bsections (1) ar.d (5) cf section

141 959.llS, Florida Statutes, are ame�ded to read:

Probation or ccmmitment of miners by courts

161 other tr.an circuit courts.-(1)

A minor found guilty of an offense in a court not

isl exercising juvenile jurisdiction may, as an alternative to

WI treatment in a youth program outside the correctional system

221 program or on probation to the department, if the department

25

( 5) ( a)

If a minor proves not to be amenable to

261 treatment under the provisions of subsection (4) (a), the court
271 shall have the power to commit the minor to the department as
281 described in subsection (4) (b).

29

( b)

If a minor proves not to be amenable to treatment

30 under the provisions of subsection (4)(b), the ccurt shall
31 have the power to revoke the adjudication of delinquency,
11
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:1 adjudicate
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che minor a youthful offender, impose the withheld

adjudication of guilt, and impose any sentence which it may

11

SENATE SUMMARY

lawfully i:n?<)Se, giving credit for all time in the de,iartrnent.
Section 18.

Subsection (1) of section 959.116, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
959.116

Transfer of minors frcn t�e Department of

Offender ?ehabilitation to the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services.-(1)

When any person under the ase of 18 years is

101 sentenced by any court of competent jurisdiction to the

Iii Department of Of fender Rehabilitation, the secretary of the

Ill Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services may transfer

10
II

12

131 such person to the youth services progr.sms of the Depart:nent

13

151 sentence, or c:ntil his 21st birthday, whichever results in the

15

IJI of Health 2nd Rehabilitative Services for the remainder of his

161 shorter term.

If, upon such person's attaining his 21st

171 birthday, his sentence has not terminated, he shall be

1,

16

17

181 transferred to the Depart::ient of Offender Rehabilitation for

18

lOI commission's consent, to the supervision of the Parole and

20

191 placement in a youthful offender oroaram or, with the

ll Probation Commission or be given any other transfer which may
ll1 lawfully be made.

Section 19.

23

If any provision of this act or t�e

241 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

l5 invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

Ml applications cf the act "'hich can be given effect without the
2i' invalid {::tOvision or apE'lication, and to this end the
1

28 provisions of this act are declared severable.
29

1

::I

1978.

Section 20.

This act shall take effect October 1,

*******�*********************************

19

:reates the Florida Youthful Of fender Act for certain
persons charged with a first, second, or third degree
felony. Provices for mandatory adjudication cf certain
persons as youthful offenders and for discretionary
adj�dication of other persons as youthful offenders.
Provides for youthful of fenders to be placed on probation
in a community control program, or committed to the
cus�odv of the Deoartment of Offender Rehabilitation :o�
a Feriod cf confinement prior to supervision in a
COffimunity control program, er sentenced for a maximum
period of 6 years in prison if aggravating circumstances
are found. Provides for the suspe�sion of the sentence
bv tr.e court. Provides for access to certain information
i� the presentence report by the offender and his
attorney. Provides for the extension of limits of
confinement. Permits youthful offenders to be released
during certain hours for work, education, or public

service.

Provides that willful failure to return at the

time prescribed is an escape and punishcble as such.

Provides for the maximum term of supervision in a
community control program after release from
imprisonment. Provides for designation of facilities for
youthful offenders. Requires Department of General
Services to certify the capacity of each youthful
of fender facility. Authorizes the court to ?rovide for
disposition of income of youthful of fenders who
participate in certain activities. Provides for the
expunging of certain records and for confidentiality of
records. Provides for granting and forfeiture of gain
time, for violation of the terms of the community control
program, and for participation in the pilot project of
the mutual participation program. Provides for placement
of certain minors in youthful offender programs.

21

ll

23
24

l5

26

l7

lS

l9

JO
JI

12
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CONTENT

2

Short.Title

"Florida Youthful Offender Act"

2

2

Legislative Intent

Separation of felons on the basis
of severity of offense and age.
The act is to serve as an addi
tional sentencing alternative.

3

2

Definitions

Defines "Department" as the
Depar�ment of Offender Rehabili
tation; "Community Control
Program" as probation and parole
supervision.

4

2

Community Control
Program; Supervision

Community Control Programs to be
under the adminiatration of DOR or
other public or private agencies;
to include supervised activities.

5

3

Eligibility for youthful
offender adjudication

- HB 1319, 1972 Legislative
Mandatory youthful offender ad
judication if defendant;
Session
1. Has committed a felony of first,
second, or third degree;
2. Committed the felony prior to
age 22;
3. Has not previously been adjudi
cated a youthful offender.

SECTION

PAGE

1

Discretionary youthful offender
adjudicated if defendant has
committed previous felonies. Court
to consider several criteria before
disposition as a youthful offender.

COEMENTS

Community Control Program
suggested as alternative
language for probation and
parole by California Correc
tions Department head.

(rD

�
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V

reproduced t.,y
FLORIDA STATE ArlC'·!''/ES
DEPARTMENT OF S ;·ATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
Series /
Carton lii!_
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S::C:CTION

PAGE

6

5

SUY.1.MARY
Judicial Alternatives;
Sentencing Optio_ns ..

CONTENT
1.
2.

3.

Placement in a community
control program for a period
of up to 2 years.
Commitment to DOR for a period
of 6 years. Not more than 4
years shall be in custody and
not more than 2 years in com
munity control program.
caurt may impose minimum
period of imprisonment of
1 year after consideration
of listed aggravating factors.

COMitiENTS

Similar to Federal Youthful
Offender Act, 18 USC 5005.
�imilar to criteria used in
CS/SB 253, 1976 Session.

7

6

Suspension of Sentence

Court may place youthful offender
in confinement for up to 90 days
with remainder of sentence served
in a community control program.

Similar to state of Ohio's
shock probation program.

8

6

Presentence Report

Defendant has access to PSI
although court may restrict cer
tain confidential portions.

Similar to APA Standard 4.4
and FRCP.

Similar to §945.091, F.S.

9

7

Extension of limits of
confinement

Extends work release authority
to DOR without prior approval of
Parole and Probation Commission.

10

8

Community Control Program;
maximum term

CCP not to exceed 2 years or the
maximum term sentenced.
Revised release procedure for
youthful offenders; gives the
DOR release authority to place
conditions on supervision.
Youthful offenders required to
pay monthly cost of supervision
fee.

Similar to proposed section
in SB 1437.

SECTION
11

PAGE
9

SUMMARY

Designi;l.tion of Yo\,lthf,ul Offender
facilities and programs

Participation in certain
activities

12

9

13

10

Youthful offender records

14

10

Gain-time

15

11

Violations of Community
Control Programs

16

11

Mutual Participation
Program

17

11
?

18

12

19

20

J

Related Juvenile Statutes

12

Severability Clause

12

Effective date

CONTENT

Special physically distinct
programs, to be developed for
youthful offenders. Department
of General Services to certify
annually institutional capacity
limits.

COMMENTS

Portions similar to FYCA,
18 USC 5005.

Youthful offender may be
required to make restitution
to victim upon court order.

Youthful offender records are
subject to the same limits of
accessibility as are other
offender records.

Gain-time up to 5 days off
sentence plus good time
allowances.

Violation of terms of community
control programs renders youthful
offender liable to rearrest and
imprisonment with credit for time
served in a community control
program.

HB 2147 (1977).

Amends §959.115 and §959.116 to
make techDical changes regarding
transfer of minors to adult pro
grams to be consistent with the
act.

fimilar to provisions in
CS/CS/SB 911 (1977).

Contract parole program (§947.135,
F.S.) for adult inmates authorized
for youthful offenders as well.

Individual provisions of the bill
are severable.

October 1 1 1978.

KEY FEATURES OF THE FLORIDA YOUTHFUL OFFENDER ACT - SB 669
Section

Page

1

2

Short title. "The Florida
Youthful Offender Act".

2

2

Legislative intent. To provide
additional latitude in the sen
tencing and handling of young
offenders who require more sub
stantial treatment than can be
provided through the juvenile
justice system.

Several states and the
federal government already
have similar programs for
young offenders in this
age group.

Same

3

2

Definitions. Defines the
eligibility criteria for youth
ful offenders as those persons
between the ages of 18 and 21
who have committed their first
adult felony offense; redefines
probation and parole as programs
of "community control".

"Community Control Pro
grams". A concept
suggested by officials
of the California penal
system to instill more
community confidence in
noncustodial programs.

Same

4

3

Community control program;
supervision. Specifies that
community control programs
combine a rehabilitative com
ponent with appropriate sanctions if terms of the supervision
are violated by the offender.

Same

5

3

Eligibility for youthful offender
adjudication. Provides for manda
tory and discretionary adjudication
of a youthful offender based upon
the past criminal history of the
offender.

Substantially revised for
discretionary adjudication;
provides for consideration
of 6 factors affecting the
judicial decision to handle
as a youthful offender.

Summary

Comments

Pro��d_CS/SB 669
Same
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Section
6

Page
4

Comments

Summary
Judicial disposition of youthful
offenders. Suspension of sentence
by court. Requires completion of
pre-sentence investigation report
by DOR on all youthful offenders
and provides for the following
judicial dispositions:
1.
2.

3.

Placement in a community
control program;
Commitment to the custody of
the DOR for a definite term
of confinement based upon the
seriousness of the offense;

Shock incarceration for up
to 60 days with subsequent
modification of the sentence
and placement of the youthful
offender on a program of
community control.

Technical changes only.

The flat terms of this
section are less than
the average time served
currently.

Provides for a revised
sentencing structure.
A. Felony III - 4 yrs. � 1
B. Felony II - 3 yrs. � 1
C. Felony I - 2 yrs. ! 1
Aggravating and mitigating
factors are outlined for
judicial latitude in sen
tencing of the youthful
offender.

Implements Ohio Statute
on shock probation. 90%
success rate since 1969.

Shock period is extended
up to 90 days.

Revised to conform to
Rules 3.711, 3.712, and
3.713, Florida Rules of
Criminal Procedures.

8

5

Presentence report; access by de
fendant. The defendant is entitled
to inspect the presentence report
completed by the DOR where it
might adversely affect his sen
tence structure. The court may
withhold information deemed
confidential.

Implements standard 4.4 of
the American Bar Associa
tion on sentencing.

9

5

Extension of the limits of confine
ment. Authorizes the DOR to approve
youthful offenders for work release
during their confinement and penal
ties for violations of the terms of
their release.

Eliminates prior approval
of release by Parole and
Probation Commission as in
current law and provides
for work release other than
during the last 12 months
of the sentence.

-2-

PrO£OSe� CS/SB 669

Section

Page

Summary

Comments

Proposed CS/SB 669

10

6

Community control program; maxi
mum term. Establishes the maximum
period of community supervision at
one year or two years if ordered
by the Parole and Probation Com
mission.

11

7

Designation of separate facilities
for youthful offenders. Requires
the DOR to house youthful offenders
in facilities distinct from those
used for older and more serious
offenders; to provide specialized
personnel for their handling. Re
quires the designation of at least
one major institution and community
correctional center per region.

12

8

Particioation in certain activities
required. Requires the partici
pation in certain correctional
activities by youthful offenders;
any income derived from partici
pation to be used to defray costs
of confinement or to repay victim of
the crime.

13

8

Disclosure of records. Provides for
limited confidentiality of records
and for retention of certain records
for statistical purposes by law en
forcement agencies.

Clarifies previous language.

14

9

Gain time. Gain time may be allowed
by the DOR up to five days per month
off the time to be served in con
finement.

Adds extra good time
allowances up to 6 days
per month.

15

9

Probation or commitment by minors by
courts. Amends s. 959.115(1) (5) ( a)
(b) to provide for the handling of
eligible minors as youthful offenders.
-3-

But not to exceed maximum
term of imprisonment.

Complements similar language
in CS/�B 175 on Victims
Compensation.

Section

Page

Summary

Comments

16

10

Transfer of minors from DOR to
DHRS. Allows for the transfer
of eligible minors committed to
DHRS by adult courts to youth
ful offender programs of DOR.

17

10

Effective date October 1, 1977.

-4-

Proposed CS/SB 669

Florida Senate - 1978

CS

to,

SB

15s

By Corrvnittee on Health and Rehabilitative Services
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to corrections; crea�:ng the

@@[J)V

"Florida Youthful Offender Act"; providing
legislative intent and definitions; providing
for the classification of persons as youthful

reproduced by

offenders; providing for judicial disposition

FLORIDA STATE AHC'HIVES
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:Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250

Series

of youthful offenders; providing for commitment
to the custody of the department; 9roviding for

J...B__ Carton !:i!:LZ

judicial consideration of aggravating
"" <:0

10

circumstances; providing for the suspension of

-�

II

sentence by t�e court; providing de:endant

12

access to certain information in the

13

presentence report; providing for aCoption of

14

rules for the ex�ension of the limits of

15

conf�nement; providing a penalty, as an escape,

16

for failure to return to designated place of

17

c onfinement at designated time; providing for

18

maximum terms of community control programs;

19

providing for designation of facilit:es;
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20

§ §0
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authorizing orders for distribut1or. o: incone

21

earned by youthful offenders; prov:ding for the

:;; 0

22

sealing, ex�unction, and access of :�cords;

�

23

providing for consequences of violac:on of the

24

terms of the �rogram; providing for

25

partici?atio� in mutual partici9a:io�

26

agreements; amending ss. 959.115(1), (51

E-:,

-� .S

::, C.

'
27

959.115(1), Florida Stat•Jtes; autho::zing the

28

court to place minors in a co mmun�:� sonc:ol

29 I

program; providing severability; prJvidi�g an

30

effective dai:e.

11
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

(1)

Section 2.

Supervised activities designed to encourage

noncriminal behavior, with appropriate sanctions for violation

Short title.--Sections 1 through 15 of this

of the terms of the program by the youthful offender; and

act shall be known and may be cited as the "Florida Youthful

Offender Act.•

C/S for CS/SB 165

(2)

service.

Restitution in money or in kind or through public

Section 5.

Legislative intent.--The purpose of this

act is to improve the chances of correction and successful

classification.--

imprisonment by preventing their association with older and

person:

return to the community of youthful offenders sentenced to

Eligibility for youthful offender;

(1)

The court may classify as a youthful offender any

(a)

Who is at least 18 years of age or who has been

101 more experienced criminals during the terms of their

10

12 provide an additional sentencing alternative to be used in the
1
13 discretion of the court when dealing with offenders who have

121 circuit court pursuant to chapter 39, Florida Statutes;

11 I confinement.

It is the further intent of the Legislature to

!di demonstrated that they can no longer be handled safely as

151 juveniles and who require more substantial limitations upon
161 their liberty to ensure the protection of society.
17

18

Section 3.

Definitions.--As used in this act:

(1)

"Department" means the Department of Offender

(2)

"Community control program" means an

191 Rehabilitation.
20

21 individualized program of restriction or noninstitutional

22 confinement for youthful offenders placed in the community in
23 lieu of commitment to the custody of the department, and for
24 youthful offenders subsequent to release from the custody of
251 the department as provided by law.

26

Section 4.

Community control program; supervision.--

V Community control programs shall be supervised by the

H department or other public or private agencies designated by

n the department and shall include but shall not be limited to:

JO
31

2
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111 transferred for prosecution to the criminal division of the

13

(b)

Who is found guilty of or who has tendered, and

14 I the court has accepted, a plea of nolo contendere or guilty to
151 a er ime which is, under the

laws of this state, a felony of

16 I the first, second, or third degree if such ,erime was committed

17

18

before the defendant's 21st birthday; and
(c)

Who has not previously been classified a youthful

19 offender under the provisions of this act; provided, however,

20 that no person who has been found guilty of a capital or life
21 I felony may be classified a youthful offender under this act.

22

(2)

A person shall be classified a youthful offender

25

(a)

Has not previously been found guilty of a felony

27

(b)

Has not been adjudicated delinquent for an act

23 if such person meets the criteria of subsection (1) and such

2� person:

26 whether or not the adjudication of guilt has been withheld, or

28 which would be a capital, life or first degree felony if

29

committed by an adult.

31

youthful offender under subsection (2) by virtue of having

30

(3)

A person excluded from classification as a
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been previously found guilty of a crime which if committed in

2.

Florida would be a felony of the first, second, or third

vocational training, medical care, or other correctional

treatment in the most effective manner.

criteria:

offenders.--If the court classifies a person a youthful

(a)

The seriousness of the offense to the community

(b)

Whether the offense was committed in an

( c)

Whether the offense was against persons or against

(d)

The sophistication and maturity of the defendant,

Section 6.

11 I property;

12

131 as determined by consideration of his home, environmental
141 situation, emotional attitude, and pattern of living;

15

(e)

17

1.

161 including:

The record and previous history of the defendant,

Previous contacts with the department, the

18 I Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, other law
191 enforcement agencies, and courts;

20 I

I

2.

Prior periods in a community control program;

4.

Prior commitments to institutions; and

3.

23 I

(f )

Prior violations of law; and

The likelihood of reasonable rehabilitation of the

Ml defendant, if he is assigned to youthful offender services and
251 facilities.

26

(g)

27

1.

Whether classification would:

Reflect the seriousness of the offense, promote

DI respect for law, and provide just punishment for the offense;
21 \ and

( 1)

The court may place the youthful offender on

probation in a community control program with or without an

IOI adjudication of guilt for a period not to exceed 2 years nor

Ill extend beyond the 23rd birthday of the defendant.

12

\, •

/-�

( 2)

The court may1commit the youthful offender to the

13 custody of the department for a period not to exceed 6 years.
1
14 The sentence of the court shall specify a period of not more

151 than the first 4 years to be served by imprisonment and a

161 period of not more than 2 years to be served in a community

•,\f�

171 control program.

The defendant shall serve the sentence of

181 the court unless sooner released as provided by law.

19

( 3)

If the court finds that any one of the following

WI aggravating factors exists, the court may impose a minimum

211 term of imprisonment of 1 year before eligibility for parole,

221 and the court shall sentence the defendant to a term of

231 imprisonment not to exceed more than the first 4 years and a
24

period of not more than 2 years to be served in a community

25[ control program.

The court shall make written findings as to

261 the aggravating factors found to exist .

. _\ 27
The defendant inflicted or attempted to inflict
( a)
'(
DI serious bodily injury to another during the commission of the
291 felony or in flight therefrom. "Serious bodily injury" means

30 bodily injury which creates a substantial risk of death or

30

31

law, the court shall dispose of the criminal case as follows:

aggressive, violent, premeditated, or willful manner;

10

Judicial disposition of youthful

offender, in lieu of other criminal penalties authorized by

and the protection of the community;

22

Provide the defendant with needed educational or

degree under the laws of this state may be classified a

youthful offender after consiJeration of the following

21
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serious loss or impairment of the function of any organ or

Section 9.

part of the body.
(b)

(1)

The defendant presents a continuing risk of

cause to believe that he will honor the trust placed in him.
The department may authorize a youthful offender, under

The defendant committed a felony that was heinous

prescribed conditions and following investigation and approval

or involved physical violence.
Section 7.

The department is authorized to adopt regulations

confinement of a youthful offender when there is reasonable

The defendant knowingly created a great risk of

bodily injury or death to any person.
(d)

Extension of limits of confinement.--

permitting the extension of the limits of the place of

physical harm to the public.
(c)

C/S for CS/SB 165

by the department which shall maintain a written record of

Suspension of sentence by court.--The court

10

upon motion of the defendant, or upon its own motion, may

11

within 60 days after imposition of sentence suspend the

12

further execution of the sentence and place the defendant on

13

probation in a community control program upon such terms as

14

the court may require.

15

court all relevant material .on the youthful offender's

16

progress while in custody not later than 3 working days prior

17

to the hearing on the motion.

The department shall forward to the

such action, to leave the place of his confinement
10

unaccompanied by a custodial agent for a prescribed period of

11

time to:

12

(a)

Visit a designated place or places for the purpose

13

of visiting a dying relative, attending the funeral of-a

14

relative, or arranging for employment or for a suitable

15

residence for use when released, to otherwise aid in the

16

correction of the youthful offender, or for another compelling

17

reason consistent with the public interest, and return to the

Presentence report; access by defendant.--

18

same or another institution or facility designated by the

19

The defendant is entitled to an opportunity to present to the

19

department;

W

court facts which would materially affect the decision of the

W

2:

court to adjudicate the defendant a youthful offender.

21

education or a training program, or voluntarily serve a public

22

defendant, his attorney, and the State shall be entitled to

22

or nonprofit agency or a public service program in the

n

inspect all factual material contained in the presentence

23

community, provided the youthful offender shall be confined

24

report or diagnostic reports prepared or received by the

M

except during the hours of his employment, education,

25

department.

25

training, or service and while traveling thereto and

M

defendant and his attorney sources of information which have

26

therefrom.

V

been obtained through a promise of confidentiality.

27

m

cases in which parts of the report are not disclosed the court

29

shall state for the record the reasons for its action and

�

shall inform the defendant and his attorney that information

31

has not been disclosed.

18

Section 8.

The

The court may withhold from disclosure to the

In all

6
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(b)

(2)

or
Work at paid employment, participate in an

The department may adopt rules as to the

n

eligibility of youthful offenders for such extension of

29

confinement,

JO

offenders, or the entering into of agreements between the

31

department and any municipal or county or federal agency for

the disbursement of any earnings of youthful

7
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the housing of youthful offenders in a local place of

_3

confinement.
(3)

(3)

The willful failure of a youthful offender to

offenders who have violated the technical terms of their

release agreements where such violations do not constitute a

within the time prescribed to the place of confinement

misdemeanor or felony.

designated by the department is an escape from the custody of

include community residential or community nonresidential

provided by s. 775.082.

10 pr ivate agencies for the confinement or community supervision
1
11 of youthful offenders when consistent with the youthful
121 offender's welfare and the interest of society.
13

14
15

Section 10.
(1)

Community control program; maximum term.-

A youthful offender, when placed in a community

18
19

Designation of facilities for youthful

11

(1)

The department shall designate and adapt

12 facilities and programs for youthful offenders and shall
13

employ and utilize personnel specially qualified by training

14 and experience to operate facilities and programs for youthful

supervised in the program for a period not to exceed either 2

17

facilities and programs shall be used only for youthful

19

other offenders.

years or the balance of the maximum term to which he was

sentenced, whichever is less, and the release shall be under

21 and Probation Commission.
(2)

During the period spent in the community control

23 program the youthful offender shall perform the terms and

24 conditions of his release agreement and shall be subject to

25 revocation or modification of the release agreement as if he
M were on parole.

The provisions of s. 945.30, Florida

27 Statutes, shall apply to youthful offenders released on parole
D or by accumulation of statutory gain-time allowances except

� those youthful offenders within or without the state under an

JO interstate compact adopted pursuant to chapter 949, Florida
31

Section 11.

10I offenders; certification of facility capacity.--

15

W such conditions as may be set by written order of the Parole
22

activities.

control program upon release from imprisonment by parole or by

16 accumulation of statutory gain-time allowances, shall be
17

The policies shall stress alternatives

other than revocation and confinement in prison and may

the department and a felony of the third degree, punishable as
The department may contract with other public and

The department shall develop policies which will

provide for enhanced supervision programs for youthful

remain within the extended limits of confinement or to return

(4)

C/S for CS/SB 165
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Statutes.

8
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16

offenders.
(2)

Insofar as is practical, youthful offender

18 offenders and such youthful offenders shall be segregated from

W

Section 12.

Participation in certain activities

21 required.--A youthful offender may be required to participate
22 in vocational, educational, correctional, or public service
231 training or activities.

Income derived by a youthful offender

24 from participation in such training or activities may be used,

25 in part, to defray a portion of the costs of his incarceration
M or supervision, to satisfy pre-existing obligations, or to pay

27

D

restitution to the victim of the crime for which the youthful
offender has been convicted in an amount determined by the

� sentencing court.

The court may recommend

placement of the

W youthful offender in a community residential fa r ility as a

31

9
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condition of supervision subject to budgetary limitations and

participation agreement adopted pursuant to s. 947.135,

the availability of bed space.
Section 13.

records.--

(1)

Florida Statutes.

Sealing, expunction, and dissemination of

The records relating to the arrest, indictment,

information, trial, or disposition of alleged offenses of a

person adjudicated a youthful offender under this act shall be

Section 16.

101 adult offenders under applicable provisions of law.

11

(2)

The records relating to the incarceration,

121 rehabilitation, and post custodial supervision of a youthful

131 offender under this act shall be accessible only to eriminal
141 justice agencies, other public and private entities having

151 responsibilities under this act, and, otherwise, only to such

161 public and private entities able to demonstrate to a court of

1 71 competent jurisdiction that access to such records is in the
18 I interest of a youthful offender, a group of youthful

191 offenders, or the public welfare.

20

(3)

Nothing in this.section shall be construed as

21 I prohibiting a youthful offender or his attorney from discovery
221 of records or information as otherwise authorized by law or
231 required by the state or the federal constitution.
24

Section 14.

Violations of community control program.--

959.115

Probation or commitment of minors by courts

61 other than circuit courts.-(1)

A minor found guilty of an oftense in a court not

exercising juvenile jurisdiction may, as an alternative to
other dispositions, be committed to the department for

101 treatment in a youth program outside the correctional system

11 as defined in s. 944.02 or be placed in a community contr-01
1
12 program or on probation to the department, if the department

13 is willing and if the offense is a felony or a misdemeanor of
1
- 14 the first degree as defined in chapter 775, Florida Statutes.
15

( 5) ( a)

If a minor proves not to be amenable to

161 treatment under the provisions of subsection (4)(a), the court

17 I shall have the power to commit the minor to the department as
181described in subsection (4)(b).
19

(b)

If a minor proves not to be amenable to treatment

20 1 under the provisions of subsection (4) (b), the court shall
211 have the power to revoke the adjudication of delinquency,

221 adjudicate the minor a youthi_LJ_l offender, impose the withheld
231 adjudication of guilt, and impose any sentence which it may

Ml lawfully impose, giving credit for all time in the department.

251 A violation or alleged violation of the terms of a community

25

Section 17.

271 provisions of ss. 948.06(1), 949.10, 949.11, and 949.12,

27

·959.116

�I control program shall subject the youthful offender to the

281 Florida Statutes.
29

Section 15.

The provisions of this act shall not

30 restrict the participation of youthful offenders in a mutual
31

10
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959.115, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

subject to such sealing, expunction, and control of

dissemination as are the criminal justice records of other
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Subsection (1) of section 959.116, Florida

26 I Statutes, is amended to read:

Transfer of minors from the Department of

nl Offender Rehabilitation to the Department of Health and
�I Rehabilitative Services.-30

( 1)

When any person under the age of 18 years is

311 sentenced by any court of competent jurisdiction to the
11
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Department of Offender Rehabilitation, the secretary of the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services may transfer
such person to the youth services programs of the Department
of Health and Rehabilitative Services (or the remainder of his
sentence, or until his 21st birthday, whichever results in the
shorter term.

If, upon such person's attaining his 21st

birthday, his sentence has not terminated, he shall be
t ransferred to the Department of Offender Rehabilitation for
f"l:�ce1ne�nt in a youthful offender program or, with the
101 commission's consent, to the supervision of the department or
11 I be given any other transfer which may lawfully be made.
12

Section 18.

If any provision of this act or the

131 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
141 invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or
151 applications of the act which can be given �ffect without the
161 invalid provision or application, and to this end the
171 provisions of this act are declared severable.
18

Section 19.

This act shall take effect October 1,

191 1978.
20

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTirUTE FOR SENATE BILL CSSB 165

21
22
23
24
25

The substantial changes contained in the CS for CSSB 165

are us follows:
1.

26

21
28
2?
30
31

2.

3.

States that in order for a person 18 yE>ars of age or older
to qualify for the youthful offender classification he
must have committed the crime before his 21st birthday
instead of 22nd birthduy as in the CSSB 165.

/\lso changes the age limit for being termjnated
in a conununity control program from 24th birthd from probat
ay to 23rd b1,.11day.
States that prior adjudication as a delinquent for a
second degree felony shall not prevent a person found
guilty of a felony in the adult court from automatically
being classified as a youthful offender.
12
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

l:enc

Short title.--Sections 1 through 15 of this 11.15

41 act shall be known and may be cited as the "Florida Youthful
51 Offender Act."
6

1.16

Section 2.

Legislative intent.--The purpose of this

71 act is to improve the chances of correction and successf�l

1. 1_6
1.17

Bl return to the community of youthful offenders sentenced to
91 imprisonment by preventing their association with older and

1.18

101 more experienced criminals during the terms of their
111 confinement.

It is the further intent of the Legislature to

121 provide an additional sentencing alternative to be used in the 11.19
131 discretion of the court when dealing with offenders who have
14 I demonstrated that they can no longer be handled safely as
15 1 juveniles and who require more substantial limitations upon
16I t heir liberty to ensure the protection of society.
17

Section J.

18

(1 )

Definitions.--As used in this act:

"Department" means the Department of Offender

1. 20
1. 21
1. 21
l. 7.2

19I Rehabilitation.
20

(2)

"Community control program" means an

211 individualized program of restriction or noninstitutional

1. 27.
1. ?.3

221 confinement for youthful offenders placed in the community in
23

lieu of commitment to the custody of the department, and for

24

youthful offenders subsequent to release from the custody of

25

the department as provided by law.

26

Section 4.

Community control program; supervision.--

VI Community control programs shall be supervised by the

1. 24
1. 25
1. 7.5
1. 7.6

nl department or other public or private agencies designated by
�I the department and shall include but shall not be limited to:
30
31
2
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(1)

Supervised activities designed to encourage

21 noncriminal behavior, with appropriate sanctions for violation
31 of the terms of the program by the youthful offender; and
(2)

4

51 service.

6

Restitution in money or in kind or through public

Section 5.

classification.--

Eligibility for youthful offender;

1.28
l. 29

1. 29

1.29/1

8

(!)

The court may classify as a youthful offender any

1. 29/1

10

(a)

Who is at least 18 years of age or who has been

1.31

91 p erson:

11 transferred for prosecution to the criminal division of the
l2 c ircuit court pursuant to chapter 39, Florida Statutes;

13

(b)

Who is found guilty of or who has tendered, and

14 the court has accepted, a plea of nolo contendere or guilty to

15 a crime which is, under the laws of this state, a felony of
16

1.32

1.32

1.33

the first, second, or third degree if such crime was committed 11.34

17

b efore the defendant's 22nd birthday; and

19 I

offender under the provisions of this act; provided, however,

Who has not previously been classified a youthful

1. 35

WI that no person who has been found guilty of a capital or life

1.36

221

1.37

18

(c)

211 felony may be classified a youthful offender under this act.
(2)

A person shall be classified a youthful offender

231 if such person meets the criteria as set out in subsection (1)
241 and such person:
25

26

(a)

(b)

Has not previously been found guilty of a felony,

Pursuant to chapter 39, Florida Statutes, has not

27 I been adjudicated or delinquent for an act which would be a
28 capital, life, or first degree felony if committed by an
1
29 adu1 t.
30

(3)

A person excluded from classification as a

311 youthful offender under subsection (2) by virtue of having
3
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been previously found guilty of a crime which if committed in

21 Florida would be a felony of the first, second, or third

31 deCJree under the laws of this state may be classified a
41 youthful offender after consideration of the following
51 criteria:

61

The seriousness of the offense to the community

1. 43

{b)

Whether the offense was committed in an

1. 43

(c)

Whether the offense was a0ainst persons or a0uinst I J.. 44

(d)

The sophistication and maturity of the defendant,

9 aggressive, violent, premeditated, or willful manner;
10

11

property;

12

J. 12

(a)

and the protection of the community;

8

1.41

131 as determined by consideration of his home, environmental
141 situation, emotional attitude, and pattern of livinCJ;

151

(e)

17

1.

161 including:

The record and previous history of the ocfenclant,

Previous contacts with the department, the

IJ.44

l. 4 5
l.l\G

1. ,16
l. 4 7

181 Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, other law
19

20

enforcement agencies, and courts;
2.

21

3.

22

4.

(f)

23

Prior periods in a community control program;

1. 48

Prior commitments to institutions; and

1. 49

Prior violations of law; and

The likelihood of reasonable rehabilitation of the

24 defendant, if he is assi<Jned to youthful offender services and

25
26

facilities.
(g)

1.

27

Whether classification would:

Reflect the seriousness of the offense, oromote

nl respect for law, and provide just punishment for the offense;
nl and

30

31

4
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2.

Provide the defendant with needed educational or

1. 52

Judicial disposition of youthful

1. :i3

2 vocational training, medical care, or other correctional
1
3 t reatment in the most effective manner.

4

Section 6.

5 offenders.--If the court classifies a person a youthful
1
6 offender, in lieu of other criminal penalties authorized by

7 law, the court shall dispose of the criminal case as follows:

8

(1)

The court may place the youthful offender on

9 p robation in a community control program with or without an

10 adjudication of guilt for a period not to exceed 2 years nor

11 e xtend beyond the 24th birthday of the defendant.
12

(2)

The court may commit the youthful offender to the

13 custody of the department for a period not to exceed 6 years.

14

The sentence of the court shall specify a period of not more

15 t han the first 4 years to be served by imprisonment and a
,
1
period
of
not
more
than
2
years
to
be
served
in
a
community
l6
17 I c ontrol program.

The defendant shall serve the sentence of

18

t he court unless sooner released as provided by law.

w

aggravating factors exists, the court may impose a minimum

22

and the court shall sentence the defendant to a term of

19

21

23

24

( 3)

If the court finds that any one of the following

1. 55
J.. 56
1. 57
1. 58

1. 59
1. 59/1

term of imprisonment of 1 year before eligibility for parole,

l.'i9/2

imprisonment not to exceed more than the first 4 years and a

1. 59/3

period of not more than 2 years to be served in comr:iuni ty

251 c ontrol program.

The court shall make written findings as to

�I the aggravating factors found to exist.

n
vi

1. 54

(a)

The defendant inflicted or attempted to inflict

serious bodily injury to another during the commission of the

�I felony or in flight therefrom.

"Serious bodily injury" means

�I bodily injury which creates a substantial risk of death or

311 serious disfigurement, serious impairment of health, or
5
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serious loss or impairment of the function of any organ or

21 part of the body.

31

(b)

The defendant presents a continuing risk of

1. fi7

5

(c)

The defendant knowingly created a great risk of

1. 68

(d)

The defendant committed a felony that was Heinous

1. 68

41 physical harm to the public.

6[ b odily injury or death to any person.
81 or involved physical violence.

9

10

11

Section 7.

1. 69

Suspension of sentence by court.--The court ll.fi9

upon motion of the defendant, or upon its own motion, may

within 60 days after imposition of sentence suspend the

12 further execution of the sentence and place the defendant on
1
13 probation in a community control program upon such terms as

141 the court may require.

The department shall forward to the

11.70
1. 71
1. 72

15 c ourt all relevant material on the youthful offender's
1
16 progress while in custody not later than 3 1vorking.'days prior

1. 73

181

1. 73

17[ to the hearing on the motion.
19

Section 8.

Presentence report; access by defendant.--

The defendant is entitled to an opportunity to present to the

1. 74

c ourt to adjudicate the defendant a youthful offender.

1. 75

20

court facts which would materially affect the decision of the

22

defendant, his attorney, and the state shall be entitled to

24

report or diagnostic reports prepared or received by the

26

defendant and his attorney sources of information which have

21

The

23 inspect all factual material contained in the presentenee

1. 76

25

1. 77

27

department.

The court may withhold from disclosure to the

been obtained through a promise of confidentiality.

In all

1. 78

28 cases in which parts of the report are not disclosed the court

1. 79

30

1. 80

29

shall state for the record the reasons for its action and

31

h as not heen disclosed.

shall inform the defendant and his attorney that information
6
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Section 9.
( 1)

Extension of limits of confinement.--

The department is authorized to adopt rules

l. 81

J. 81

31 permitting the extension of the limits of the place of

l. 8 7

51 cause to believe that he will honor the trust placed in him.

l.83

41 confinement of a youthful offender when there is reasonable
61 The department may authorize a youthful offender, under

prescribed conditions and following investigation and a�proval 11.84

81 by the department which shall maintain a written record of

91 s uch action, to leave the place of his confinement

101 unaccompanied by a custodial agent for a prescribed period of

111
12

time to:

(a)

131

Visit a designated place or places for the purpose 12.'.

of visiting a dying relative, attending the funeral of a

141 relative, or arranging for employment or for a suitable

15 I

residence for use when released, to otherwise aid in the

161 correction of the youthful offender, or for another' cor.ipellin<J

171 reason consistent with the public interest, and return to the
181 same or another institution or facility desig.1ated by the
191 department; or

20

211

2. 1

{b)

Work at paid employment, participate 1n an

education or a training program, or voluntarily serve a public

12. 3
12.4
2. 5

7. 5

221 or nonprofit agency or a public service program in the

2.6

24 I except during the hours of his employment, education,

2.7

DI commmunity, provided the youthful offender shall be confined

251 t raining, or service and while traveling thereto and

26 t herefrom.
1
(2)
27

The departricnt may adopt rules as to the

�I eligibility of youthful offenders for such extension of

nl confinement, the disbursement of any earnings of youthful

�I offenders, or the entering into of agreements between the

31

I department and any municipal or county or federal agency for
7
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the housing of youthful offenders in a local place of

21 c onfinement.

3

( 3)

The willful failure of a youthful offender to

41 remain within the extended limits of confinement or to return

51 within the time prescribed to the place of confinement

61 designated by the department is an escape from the custody of

2.7/4
I 2.7/5

the department and a felony of the third degree, punishaSle as 12,7/6

81 provided by s. 775.082.

9

( 4)

The department may contract with other public and

2.7/6

10 private agencies for the confinement or community supervision

2.7/7

12 offender's welfare and the interest of society.

2.7/8

11

13

14

of youthful offenders when consistent with the youthful
Section 10.
( 1)

Community control program; maximum term.-- 12.7/8

A youthful offender, when placed in a community

151 c ontrol program upon release from imprisonment by parole or by

2.7/9

161 accumulation of statutory gain-time aliowances, shali be

2.7/10

181 years or the balance of the maximum term to w'lich he was

2. 7/11

171 supervised in the program for a period not to exceed either 2

19 sentenced, whichever is less, and the release shall be under
1
W such conditions as may be set by written order of the Parole

2.7/12

22

2.7/12

211 and Probation Commission.
23

(2)

During the period spent in the community control

program the youthful offender shall perform the terms and

2.7/13

251 revocation or modification of the release agreement as if he

[2.7/14

UI c onditions of his release agreement and shall be subject to
�I were on parole.

The provisions of s. 945.30, Florida

VI Statutes, shall apply to youthful offenders released on parole 12.7/15

�I or by accumulation of statutory gain-time allowances except

�I those youthful offenders within or without the state under an

�I interstate compact adopted pursuant to chapter 949, Florida

31 I Statutes.

8
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The department shall develop policies which will

2.7/17

3 offenders who have violated the technical terms of their
1
4 release agreements where such violations do not constitute a

2.7/18

(3)

21 provide for enhanced supervision programs for youthful

5I misdemeanor or felony.

The policies shall stress alternatives

6I other than revocation and confinement in prison and may

include community residential or community nonresidential

8 activities.
1
9
Section 11.

101 offenders.--

11

( 1)

Designation of facilities for youthful

The department shall designate and adapt

12I facilities and programs for youthful offenders and shall

13I employ and utilize personnel specially qualified by training

14I and experience to operate facilities and programs for youthful

151 offenders.
16

(2)

Insofar as is practical, youthful offen�er

17 I facilities and programs shall be used only for youthful

12.7/19
2.7/20
2. 7 /20

2. 7/21
2.7/22

2.7/23

18I offenders and such youthful offenders shall be segregated from 12.7/24
19I other offenders.

20
21

22

23

Section 12.

Participation in certain activities

reguired.--A youthful offender may be required to participate

in vocational, educational, correctional, or public service
t raining or activities.

Income derived by a youthful offender

�I f rom participation in such training or activities may be used,

2.7/24

2.7/25
2.7/26

�I in part, to defray a portion of the costs of his incarceration 12.7/27
�I or supervision, to satisfy preexisting obligations, or to pay

27 I restitution to the victim of the crime for which the youthful

2.7/28

29

2.7/29

28 I offender has been convicted in an amount determined by ti,e
�

31

sentencing court.

The court may recommend placement of the

youthful offender in a community residential facility as a
9
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condition of supervision subject to budgetary limitations and

21 t he availability of bed space.
3

Section 13.

51

(1)

41 records.--

Sealing, expunction, and dissemination of

The records relating to the arrest, indictment,

61 information, trial, or disposition of alleged offenses of a
7

person adjudicated a youthful offender under this act sh�ll be

8 s ubject to such sealing, expunction, and control of

9 dissemination as are the criminal justice records of other

lO adult offenders under applicable provisions of law.

11

12

( 2)

The records relating to the incarceration,

rehabilitation, and post custodial supervision of a youthful

l3 offender under this act shall be accessible only to criminal
14 justice agencies, other public and private entities having

15
16

responsibilities under this act, and, otherwise, only to such

p ublic and private entities able to demonstrate to j court of

17 competent jurisdiction that access to such records is in the

181 interest of a youthful offender, a group of youthful
191 offenders, or the public welfare.

20

( 3)

Nothing in this section shall be construed as

211 prohibiting a youthful offender or his attorney from discovery

221 of records or information as otherwise authorized by law or
231 required by the state or the federal constitution.
241

Section 14.

�I control program shall subject the youthful offender to the

271 provisions of ss. 948.0G(l), 949.10, 949.11, and 949.12,
29

�1

31

Section 15.

2.7/31
J2.7/31

J2.7/32
J2.7/33

2.7/34
2.7/35
2.7/36
2.7/37

2.7/38
I 2.7/39

Violations of community control program.-- j2.7/40

251 A violation or alleged violation of the terms of a community

�I Florida Statutes.

2.7/30

The provisions of this act shall not

restrict the participation of youthful offenders in a mutual
10
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participation agreement adopted pursuant to s. 947.135,

21 Florida Statutes.

3

Section 16.

5

959.115

Subsections (1) and (5) of section

41 959.115, Florida Statutes, arc amended to read:

6

Probation or commitment of minors by courts

other than circuit courts.-(1)

A minor found guilty of an offense in a cour't not

8 exercising juvenile jurisdiction may, as an alternative to
9

other dispositions, be committed to the department for

2.7/43
2.7/43

2. 7 /1\tl

3. 2

3.3

3.3/l
3.3/2

10 treatment in� youth program outside the correctional system

3.3/3

12 program or on probation to the department, if the department
1
13 is willing and if the offense is a felony or a misdemeano r of

3.3/6

11 as defined in s. 944.02 or be placed in a community control

14 the first degree ilS defined in chapter 775.
15

( 5) (a)

If a minor proves not to be amenable to

16 treatment under the provisions of subsection (4) (a)·,· the court

17

3.3/9

221 adjudicate the mi.nor a youthful o ffender, impose the withheld
231 adjudication of guilt, and impose any sentence whic h it may

241 law fully impose, giving credit for all tir.ie in the department.
Section 17.

Subsection (1) of section 959.116, F'lorida

26

Statutes, is amended to read:

�

Offender Rehabilitation to the Department of Health and

�

30

3.3/8

If a minor proves not to be amenable to treat ment

(b)

21 I have the power to revoke the adjudication of deli.nauency,

27

3.3/7

3.3/9

201 u nder the provisions of subsection (4) (b), the court shall

25

3.3/7

s hall have the power to commit the minor to the department as

181 described in subs ection (4) (b).

19

3.3/4

959.116

Transfer of minors from the Department of

Rehabilitative Services.-(1)

When any person under the age of 18 years is

311 sentenced by any court of competent jurisdiction to the
11
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Department of Offender Rehabilitation tBepartmeRt-ef-BffeRcler

21 RehabilitatieAt, the secretary of the Department of Health and 14.4/4

31 Rehabilitative Services may transfer such person to the youth
41 services programs of the Department of Health and

5 Rehabilitative Services fye�th-seEv±eee-pre�rams-ef-the

6

9epaEtmeAt-ef-Health-eAcl-Rehab±l±tat±ve-Se�vieeet for the

remainder of his sentence, or until his 21st birthday,

8 whichever results in the shorter term.

If, upon such person's

9 attaining his 21st birthday, his sentence has not terminated,

10 h e shall be transferred to the De£artment of Offender

14.1/5
4.4/6

4.4/7

4.4/7

4. 4/8

4.4/9
I}.

4/10

11

Rehabilitation tBepartmeAt-ef-BffeAeer-Rehae±l±tat±ent for

l:lus

13

commission's consent, to the supervision of the �artment

4.4/13

12 placement in a youth ful offender program or, with the
14

PaEele-eAcl-Preeat±eA-eemm±ss±eA or be given any other transfer

151 which may lawfully be made.
Section 18.

16

If any provision of this act or: the

4.4/12

4.4/14
4.4/14

171 application thereof to any person or circumstances is held

4.4/15

191 applications of the act which can be given effect without the

4.4/16

211 provisions of this act are declared severable.

4. 4/17

181 i nvalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

201 i nvalid provision or application, and to this end the

221
23

197 8.
1
24

Section 19.

This act shall take effect October 1,

25

26
27

28
29
30

31

12
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2

3

4

5

6
8

9

10

11
12

13
14

15

16

17

18
19

20

21

22

23
24

25
26

27

28

29

30

31

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMl\RY

Creates the "Florida Youthful Offender Act" to provide
alternative dispositions of such offenders to committment
to the custody of the Department of Offender
Rehabilitation. Provides for the establishment of
community control programs for youthful offenders to be
supervised by the department or a designated private or
public agency. Provides scecific requirements for the
classification of a person as a youthful offender for
p urposes of determining his eligibility for a program.'

Provides alternative dispositions of youthful offenders
which a court may impose in lieu of other criminal
penalties authorized by law. Authorizes the court to
require the offender to be imprisoned for at least l year
as part of a disposition which includes the community
c ontrol program if the court finds that specified
aggravating factors exist. Authorizes the court to
suspend a sentence within 60 days of its imposition and
place the defendant in a community control program under
certain circumstances.
Permits a defendant to present evidence substantiating
his eligibility to be adjudicated as a youthful offender
and authorizes him, his attorney, and the state to
inspect the presentence report or any diagnostic reports
p repared by the department. Provides restrictionij upon
such inspection.

Authorizes the department to extend the limits of the
place of confinement of a youthful offender and to allow
him to leave such place unaccompanied by a custodial
agent under specified circumstances. Provides that any
youthful offender who willfully fails to remain within
t he extended limits or to return as prescribed is guilty
of a third degree felony.

Provides time limitations upon the placement of a
youthful offender in a community control program.
Provides for the applicability of provisions relating to
t he required payment of the cost of supervision and
rehabilitation by probationers and parolees to certain
youthful offenders in the program.

Requires the department to designate facilities for
youthful offenders.
Provides that youthful offenders may
be required to participate in vocational, educational,
c orrectional, or public service training or activities.
Provides for partial use of income from such training or
activities to help pay the cost of supervision or to pay
restitution to the victim.
Provides for the sealing, expunction, and dissemination
of certain records relating to youthful offenders.
Restricts the dissemination of such records.

Provides that any youthful offender who violates the
terms of a community control program is subject to
13
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14. 11/36

4.4/37

14.1/38
14.4/39
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provisions relating to violations of parole or probation.
Provides that the act shall not restrict part icipation by
a yout hful offender in a mutual participation agreement.
4

6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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Fl Youthful Offender Act (HB 2303)
PROBLEM

The Department of Offender Rehabilitation Reorganization Act
of 1975 (Chapter 75-49) specifically created a "Youthful Offender
Program Office" within the Department. That office was directed
to develop a comprehensive youthful offender program sufficient
to meet the needs of youthful offenders. Since that time there
has been an increased interest in the juvenile justice system.
The Legislature has recognized a need for programs that differen-·
tiate between treatment forms for juveniles, youthful offenders,
and older adults. Yet,while the Youthful Offender Program Office
is formulating and enacting programs it must operate within the
same statutory provisions for older adults which may not be the
most beneficial for the youthful offender group.
WHAT THE BILL DOES
Act.

Section 1.

Provides short title.

Florida Youthful Offender

Section 2. Provides legislative intent: to improve the
chances of rehabilitation for youthful offenders by preventing their
association with older and more experienced criminals; to provide
a sentencing alternative for persons who have demonstrated they
can no longer be handled as juveniles.
Section 3.

Provides definitions.

Section 4. Community Control Program; supervision-community
control programs shall be supervised by the Department or other
public or private agencies and shall include activities to encourage
non-criminal behavior and restitution.

Robert E. Watts, Jr., Staff Director
26 House Office Building, Tallahassee, Florida 32304 (904) 488-6333
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Eligibility.--

(1) a person shall be adjudicated a youthful offender if
convicted for his first felony, and the crime was committed
before age 25, and if such person has not been adjudicated
a youthful offender before.
(2) a person may be adjudicated a youthful offender for a
felony conviction if the person has not previously been ad
judicated a youthful offender; at the discretion of the
court.
Section 6. Judicial disposition.--If a person is adjudicated
a youthful offender the Department shall prepare a presentence
investigation and the court may:
(1)
place the youthful offender in a community control
program. Terms for community control are not to exceed one
year unless specified by the court. In no event shall the
term of community control exceed two years or the youthful
offender's 30th birthday, whichever is less.
(2) commit to_the Department for a mandatory term of imprisonment
not to exceed three years, before being eligible for conditional
release.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

life felony, 36 months
felony of first degree, 24 months
felony of the second degree, 18 months
felony of the third degree, 12 months

Section 7. Suspension of sentence.--The court may, after 30
and before 60 days following the defendant being delivered into
the custody of the Department, suspend further execution of the
sentence and place the defendant in community control program.
Section 8. Defendant's access to presentence report.--The
defendant and counsel shall have access to presentence reports un
less the court deems certain portions confidential.
Section 9. Extension of the limits of confinement authorizes
the Department to adopt regulations to extend limits of confinement,
allowing a youthful offender to leave the place of confinement un
accompanied by a custodial agent, in the interests of the youthful
offender's rehabilitative program.
Section 10. Placement in a community control program sub
sequent to confinement shall be for a period not exceeding one
year, unless the Parole and Probation Commission deems a longer
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term is necessary.

The absolute maximum term shall be two years.

This section excludes youthful offenders from ss. 947.16 and
947.17 or the requirements that all inmates be interviewed for
said parole.
Section 11. The Department shall designate and adapt
facilities and programs for youthful offenders. Special staff
shall be provided. Not less··than one major institution, community
correctional center and other community residential facility shall
be provided in each region which shall be designated for youthful offenders. Any new youthful offender facilities shall operate �t no
more than design capacity.
Section 12. Participation in certain activities required:
Youthful offenders may be required to participate in vocational,
educational, correctional and public service training activities.
Any income derived shall be used to defray costs of incarceration
or community control, pay old debts or victim restitution.
Section 13. Disclosure of records.--Upon release, a youthful
offender may apply to the court to have all official records of
arrest, indictment, information, trial or disposition expunged,
with exceptions relating to the operation of the Department. In
formation necessary for law enforcement purposes is unaffected by
this section.
Section 14. Authorizes the Department to grant gain-time of
up to five days per month for youthful offenders.
Section 15. Amends subsection (1) and (5) of section 959.115,
Florida Statutes. Provides for adjudication of minors as youthful
offenders.
Section 16. Amends subsection (1) of section 959.116, Florida
Statutes, to allow the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services to recommend that the court transfer a
juvenile to the Department as a youthful offender.
Section 17.

Effective date of October 1, 1977.
COMMITTEE COMMENTS

"Youthful Offenders" are defined by this bill to be:
(1) First time felony offenders between the ages of 18
and 25 years at the time they committed the current offense,
or
(2)

juveniles bound over for prosecution in adult courts; and
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(3) Youth charged with felonies other than capital
offenses.
Eligibility for consideration under this act is designed to
include only those persons whose exposure to the criminal justice
system has been minimal and whose chances for rehabilitation are
highest by limiting the program to first offenders or those persons who, at the discretion of the court, are deemed to fit the
intent of this act. The Dep��tment currently has 6,358 in its
current youthful offender program, which is composed of persons under
25 serving their first felony commitment.
This information can be further broken down. There are 1,977
under age 21 and an additional 2,678 persons under age 25. Con
victions for homicide� sexual battery and assault make up 16.9% of
those under 21 and 22.1% of those under 25.
The courts have these basic sentencing options for persons
adjudicated youthful offenders (Section 6 and 7 of the bill):
(A) The youthful offender may be placed in a community
control program which consists of residential and non
residential community supervision and rehabilitative
services.
(b) He may be committed to the custody of the Department for
a maximum of three years. The bill provides for mandatory
sentences in confinment. The sentences provided in the bill
are, according to Department of Offender Rehabilitation's
best estimation, less than the average time spent in incarcer
ation for those offenses now. The Department cannot, at this
time, provide data to accurately verify the average time
spent by persons in the affected age groups.
Current Av�rage Time Served (1975-76)
21 or Under
Felony I
Felony II
Felony III
22

-

years
6
3.6 years
1.4 years

24

Felony I
Felony II
Felony III

4,8 years
3.4 years
1.2 years

(There is no reliable data for life felonies)
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(C) The third sentencing alternative is provided for in
Section 7 of the bill. This is the permissive language for
what has been termed "shock probation". This action allows
the court to commit a youthful offender to the custody of the
Department and then 30 to 60 days afterward, release the
person from incarceration and place the person in a community
control program. The language is patterned after an Ohio
Statute which has exhibited greater success rates than
traditional treatment forms. The idea behind this alternative
is that a 30 to 60 day incarceration appears to have a
sufficient impact or "shock" on the youthful offender _and
assist in keeping that person from recidivating, without
having the possible detrimental impact of prolonged incar
ceration.
Prior to sentencing, the Department will prepare a presentence
investigation to aid the court in its adjudication. The defendant
shall have access to this document, except portions that the court
deems confidential.
The Department is authorized to extend the limits of confine
ment to allow a youthful offender to work, participate in an
education or training program, or serve a public or non-profit
agency or public service program. It is further authorized to
require participation in such activities by the youthful offender.
Any income derived is to be used to defray the costs of commitment,
pay old debts, and to provide victim restitution.
Community control is limited by this bill to one year, unless
extenuating circumstances indicate a longer term is necessary. In
no cases shall community control exceed two years. When a person
enters community control subsequent to incarceration, the Parole
and Probation Commission may order a longer term than one year,
not to exceed two years.
Section 10 of the bill also excludes youthful offenders from
eligibility for parole and parole interviews. This provision would
relieve the Commission of the need to interview youthful offenders
who are on mandatory sentences. It also would prohibit the granting
of parole for those inmates on mandatory sentences.
The Department is required to designate facilities in each
region solely for youthful offenders. Any new facilities may not
operate above design capacity. The Department must also provide
specially trained staff.
A youthful offender may, upon discharge from custody, apply
to have his records expunged from public record, leaving, however,
adequate information for statistical purposes and to conduct any
future court proceedings and law enforcement purposes.
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Sections 15 and 16 provide permissive language allowing courts
to adjudicate minors to be youthful offenders.
A similar bill has been filed in the Senate. Although the
Senate version and this Committee Draft are not identical, Senate
amendments are anticipated, which would serve to make the two bills
identical in all but the upper age limit for youthful offenders.
The Senate version sets the upper age limit at 20 years of age;
this Committee Draft sets it ·at 24.
The Department's present youthful offender program has.the
same age limits as the House Committee Draft, but it includes
persons on the basis of first felony commitments rather than first
felony conviction. The Youthful Offender Act should provide more
intensive treatment sooner.
ECONOMIC IMPACT
This bill has several main areas of possible economic impact.
The first is in the sentence lengths provided for in the bill.
To determine the economic impact of mandatory sentencing, one
must first determine what the average time served in prison is by
an equivalent offender under the present system. This determination
is difficult due to problems with data sent to the Department by the
courts. The Department has no sure way of determining whether a
person is charged with a 1st, 2nd, 3rd degree, or life felony.
Rather, commitment papers from the courts record crime and sentence
length only. Most crimes can be prosecuted under multiple felony
levels, depending on individual circumstances.
In order to determine a rough estimate of average time served,
some assumptions must be made. First, the population for the follow
ing figures consist of those persons committed to the Department
with no prior felony commitment or probation.
(This figure could
include someone with a prior felony conviction who served a sentence
in a county jail.) There were 1,848 such persons who were under 25
years old at their admission and who were released in FY 1975/76.
1203 of these persons were 21 or under at admission. Of the
1,203, one (1) of them received a life sentence, which is definitely
too small a number to use in determining average time served. 27
of them received sentences of 15 to 30 years, which would preclude
them from being anything but 1st degree felons. These persons
served an average of six years. (However, because Florida Statutes
set no minimum sentence lengths for most crimes, this figure does
not include 1st degree felons who received sentences of less than 15
years.) 120 of the total received sentences of 5 to 15 years, which
are assumed to be 2nd degree felons.
(Such a sentence precludes
them being 3rd degree felons, but not 1st degree.) These persons
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served an average of 1.4 years.
Using the same criteria, there were 905 persons 21 and above at
admission (which creates a 261 person overlap of inmates who were 21
at admission). 14 of these people received sentences of 15 to 30
years and served an average of 4.8 years. 99 received sentences of
5 to 15 years and served an average of 3.4 years. 792 received
sentences of less than 5 years and served an average of 1.2 years.
The validity of this sort of analysis is highly questionable.
Other data from the Department would indicate that, for example,
the majority of 1st degree felons receive sentences of less than
15 years and would therefore be inflating the figures all around.
In addition to previously mentioned problems, there are two
more. A felony offender can serve a sentence of less than one
year in a county jail. Also, when an offender is paroled and
subsequently revoked, his time served after revocation is treated
as a separate commitment in these figures.
In order to compute the average time served '75-'76 release
data was used. These figures must now be applied to the number of
'75-'76 admissions who fit the criteria (the projected number for
'77-'78). There were 2,151 who were 21 or under at admission and
1,068 who were over 21 at admission.
21 or Under
*No. of
Offenders
Yearly_____

*Average
Time
Served

1'YPe

Proposed
Sentence

82

1st Degree

24 months

6 years

397

2nd Degree

18 months

3.6 years

1,593

3rd Degree

12 months

1.4 years

35

1st Degree

24 months

4.8 years

190

2nd Degree

18 months

3.4 years

803

3rd Degree

12 months

1.2 years

21 through___2i_

*Excludes life felons.
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(man years saved for those 21 or under)
(man years saved for those over 21)
(total man years saved)
(cost per man per year)
(Annual savings for those in prison under 25 at
admission who would qualify for mandatory
adjudication as youthful offenders.)

*Although it cannot be documented, there are strong indications
these figures are grossly inflated for reasons presented pr�viously.
The section of the bill concerning "shock probation" could have
a positive fiscal impact if judges apply it to persons who would
have normally spent longer than 90 days in prison.
All persons incarcerated under the provisions of this act are
required to participate in a community control program. This pro-
vision should not have an economic impact. However, some community
control programs may be developed which cost more than traditional
probation. It is possible that the greater effectiveness of such
programs will negate any increased costs.
The bill requires the Department to designate not less than
one major institution and community correctional center in each
region for youthful offenders within 9 months. The Department's
present Youthful Offender Program utilizes major institutions in
all but Region II. The Department would then have to designate
a major institution in that region, of which there are several,
for youthful offenders. That designation or the designation of
community correctional centers should not require an additional
financial burden on the Department. The only problem that may
occur is that the Department may not have enough youthful offenders
to fill these institutions. However, since there is no way to
determine how many persons will be adjudicated youthful offenders
under the discretionary provisions of this act, there is also no
way to determine how many youthful offenders there will be in 9
months.
The bill requires that D.G.S. review all proposed youthful
offender institutions constructed after the effective date of
this act to determine there design capacity. D.O.R. is then
required to operate these new institutions at design capacity.
This portion of the bill might have a fiscal impact, but only on
paper, since it refers to institutions which have not been built
yet. If the Department has based its request for fixed capital
outlay on maximum rather than design capacity, then a readjustment
would have to be made in its request to reflect the reduction in
proposed beds. However, the Department makes its request based
on design capacity. Therefore, this requirement of the bill has
no economic impact.
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This bill allows the Department to require victim restitution
of youthful offenders, which would create a beneficial economic
impact to society. In addition, any wages earned may also be
used to defray the costs of supervision which will create a
positive economic impact.
Staff Contact:

Brian Wheeler

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF OFFENDER REHABILITATION
Economic Impact State�ent
HB 2303
--1977

Surrmary of Provisions with Potential Impact
House Bill 2303 would create the Florida Youthful
Offender Act.

It provides that a person would be ad-

judicated as a youthful offende� if he has not:
o

Previously been found guilty of a felony;

o

Previously been adjudicated as a youthful o:fe�der;

o

Cor.�itted the offense subse�uent to attaini�g 25 years
of age.

Once determined to b� a youthful offender a.�d found
guilty of a felony, he may be:
o

Placed in a cor:ununity control program for a period r.ot to
exceed one year unless under written order of the ccu�t
for a maximum period not to exceed two years;

o

Sentenced under life felony statutes for a definite term of
36 months.

o

Sentenced under first degree felony statutes for a definite
tenn of 24 months.

o

Sentenced under a second degree felony statute
term of 18 months.

o

Sentenced under third degree felony statutes for a definite
term of 12 months.

for a definite

-2The proposed legislation also requires that the popu
lation will not exceed design capacity in institutions proposed for the incarceration of youthful offenders.

It

lS

assumed that this would require reduction in inmate popu
lations in existing facilities at Apalachee, DeSoto, Indian
River and Hillsborough Correc�ional Institutions and the
construction of new facilities to house the current popu
lation in excess of design capacity.
Fiscal Impact of Mandatory Definite Term Sentencing
Establis��ent of mandatory sentences would have a
potentially significant fiscal impact upon DOR operations.
The extent of course depends upon sentencing policies of the
courts with regard to withholding of adjudication and uti
lization of the cora.uunity control option in light of estab
lished mandatory sentencing statutes.
During FY 1975-76, _DOR released 1,848 offenders who
would be defined as youthful offender aged 24 or under.

The

courts do not provide DOR with details of the case or with da�a
relative to the class of offense (felony I, II, III).

There-

fore, there is no data available to establish precisely how
many of those in our institutions are committed in each category
affected by the proposed legislation.

For the purpose of this

analysis, we define the following groups of the FY 1975-76
releases:

-3Group I

1,619 received sentences of five years or Jess
{it is assumed that these would �e classed as
third degree felons for the purpose of evaluat
ing the proposed legislation).

Group II

193 received sentences of between five and fifteen
years (it is assumed that these would be c]assifi�d
as second degree felons for the purpose of evaluat
ing the proposed legislation); and

Group III

35 received sentences of between fifteen and thirty
years ( it i� assumed, for the purpose of this
analysis, that these would be classified as first
degree felons).

Given this distribution the average lengths of time
currently served for the felony class would be:
Group I
Group II
Group III

-

(Assumed Third Degree Felony)
(Assumed Second Degree'Felony)
(Assumed First Degree Felony)

Average Time Served*
1.3 years
3.5 years
5.5 years

For the purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that the
courts will continue to commit approximately the same number
of youthful offenders to state institutions 2s were admitted
during FY 1975-76.

During the period there were 3,219 ad-

missions that would be defined.as youthful offenders under the
age 24 and under provision.

These admissions are distributed

according to length of sentence as follows:
Number Of
Admissions**

Len�th of Sentence
Less than 5 years
6 years thru 15 years
16 years thru 30 years

Group I {Assumed 3rd Degree)
Group II {Assumed 2nd Degree)
Group III (Assumed 1st Degree)

2396
587
117

•�stima�es based upon u11audited release tap�s. Onl� one youthful offender
with a life sentence was released in FY 1975-76.
**There were an additional 119 admissions under life sentences not included
in that figure.

-4The time served, in man-years, for each Group under
the current statutes would be approximately:
Admissions X Average
Time Served*''*
Group I
Group II
Group III

2396
587
117

X l. 3
X 3.5
X 5.5

Total

Esti.mated
Man-Years
=
=
=
=

3115
2055
644
5814

In addition to the FY 1975-76 admissions, an additional
number of offenders who are now serving felony sentences in
local jails for terms of one year or less would be co��itted
to Community Control or to DOR institutions.
DOR does not have any data source that will allow precise
determination of the number of felony offenders now serving
sentences in local jails.

However, based upon information

provided by the State Courts Administrator's Office, the
following estimate �as obtained:
FY 1975-76
Estimated felony adjudicated guilty
Felony cases added to Probation Caseload
DOR prison admissions
Es timated total felons in local jails

35,580
(15,935)
( 8,486)
11,159

For the purpose of this evaluation it is assumed that the
distribution of youthful offenders within the local corrections
population is similar to that of the current DOR inmate population.

This would indicate that approximately 37.9% or

4229 of those serving sentences in local jails would fall under

-5-

the proposed definition of youthful offender.
Of these 4229 additional youthful offenders, some will
be committed to DOR prisons and some will have sentences
withheld and will be assigned to the Community Control
program.

Assuming that the same percentage of these offenders

will be admitted to prison as was admitted from the FY 1975-76
total DOR commitments, DOR can expect an additional 1467 (or
34.7% of 4229) prison ad�issions/year and approximately·2762
additional probationers in the Corr�unity Control progra�.
It is likely that all of those now serving felony sen
tences in local jails for one year or less would be classified
as third degree felons.

Therefore, we will assume that the

distribution of 1975-76 admissions, grouped according to the
length of sentence proposed in the subject legislation would
have been as follows:
FY 75-76 hd�issions
(including felons now serving l year or less
in county jails)
Group I
(.l\ssumed 3rd
Degree Felor.s)
l yr.
Definite Sentence
1.5 yr. Definite Sentence
2 yr.
Definite Sentence

3863

Group II
(Assumed 2nd
Degree Felons)
587
Total

Group III
(Assumed 1st
Degree Felons)

117

*This does not include 119 admissions in FY 1975-76 for life sentences.

To-:a::. -r
3863
587
117
4567

-6Recomputing the estimated time that would huve been
served under the provisions of the proposed legislation,
assuming each inmate would receive the �aximum gain t1De
allowed for sentences of 1, 1.5, and 2 years respectively,
(the proposal does not allow good time), the following table
would result:

Lenght .Of
Sentence
l yr.
l. 5 yrs.
2 yrs.

Average
Time Served

Admissions
Under Proposed
Definite Sentence

.833
l. 250
l. 667

3863
587
117
4567

Man
Years
3218
723
195
4136

Therefore, it is assumed that there would have been an
estimated 1678 man-year decrease in the youthful offender
population ad�itted to DOR institutiorr during FY 75-76.
Imoact on Probation
During FY 1975-76, there were a total of about 6814
offender's placed on probation who would fit the proposed
definition of youthful offender.

The average period of
This

probation is now approximately thirty-six (36) months.
would indicate a total of 20,442 man-years that would be
served under current statutes.

Under the provisions of the proposed legislation, the
maximum length of time for. probation would be reduced to two
years of a decrease of approximately 6,814 man-years.

However,

it is assumed that an additional 2,762 offenders now serving

-7one year or less in local jails would be placed in the
Community Control Program each year.

Assuming current

probation .policies of the courts will continue within the
constraints of the proposed legislation, it is assumed that
the majority, if not all of these offenders will receive the
two-year supervision in lieu of incarceration.
The overall impact of the provisions of the proposed
legislation will mean a net decrease of approximately � j 290
man-years under supervision for those aQ�itted at the FY 197576 rate.

However, because DOR will be receiving more proba-

tioners immediately and will not be realizing the i�pact of
reduced terms of supervision for a period of about two years
from the effective date, an increase in cost is anticipated
for the next three years with a savings beginning the fourth
year and continuing each year thereafter (assuming no increase
in DOR commitments number).

The net fiscal impact over the

first five years is assumed to be a cost rather than savings
to the Department.
The following is an estimate of the fiscal impact to_the
Department of Offender Rehabilitation as a result of implcme�
tation of the provisions of HB 2303.
DOR Institutions
The fiscal impact of HB 2303 would be felt in an initial
increase in per diem caused by the increased admission of
youthful offenders to the DOR prison population who would now

-8be sentenced to local jails, and then a per diem savings
resulting from shorter mandatory sentences for those who
would not be committed to DOR.

This impact would be

distributed over a number of years until it reached a stable
level at approximately 1678 fewer man years in FY 1984-85.
The per diem impact to DOR* is esti�ated as follows:
Man Years Served
By Those Ad�issions

Fiscal
Year

Now Represented
In DOR Po?ulation

1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84

Man Years Under
ProEosed Bill
1713
3788
4136
4136
4136
4136
4136

1163
3292
4699
5330
5667
5770
5814

Cost Or
(Savings) At
$15.00/Day_

Net
Man Years
550
496
(563)
( 1194)
(1531)
(1634)
(1678)

$3,011,250
$2,715,600
($3,082,425)
($6,537,150)
($8,382,225)
($8,9½6,150)
($9,187,050)

C1..L"nulative .:::-8st
Or (Savin�:=)
$3,011,252
$5,726,8�:
$2,644,425
($3,892,n:;
($12,274,95::;
cs21,221, 1c:)
($30,408, 15::•)

In addition to the per diem costs, DOR would be required
to provide housing for the increased numbers of persons co��i��ed
to youthful offender facilities during the next two fiscal ye�=s.
It is assumed that approximately 550 additional beds in yout�
ful offender facilities would be required.
Also, if design capacity is to be maintained at the four
existing institutions proposed as youthful offender facilities,
construction of an additional 694 beds would be required.
The fiscal impact of the capital improvements required

-

..

a._

$17,500/bed would be:
550 beds for increased admissions .
694 beds to reach design capacity
in existing institutions �
Total Construction Cost

$ 9,625,000
.$12,145,000
$21,770,000

-9DOR Cofilmunity Supervision
The fiscal impact of the proposed legis1ation, with
respect to community supervision, will be realized as a
potential long-term savings that may result from reduction
of the current average term of probation SU?ervision from
the current three years to a maximu� of two years.

(This

assumes that the option of supervision until the age of 23
is not exercised in many instances when the offender i6-less
than 21 years of age at sentencing).
This assQmed reduction in time served under supervision
is t�mpered
bv
. � an additional number of admissions to the
DOR caseload of offenders who' are now serving one year or
less in county jails (estimated 2762 probationers per year;
assumed constant for the purposes of this study).
The savings resulting from shorter periods of sup8rvisio�
will not begin to be realized until FY 1980-Sl.

At this ti:r.e,

it is assumed that the reduced terms of supervision will ove=
come costs related to additonal coarriitrrients of those who ,,·oul2.
have served time in County jails; assuming no increase in the
rate of admission.
The estimated cost/sa,;ings related to community supervision
under the provisions of the proposed legislation are as follo�:s:

Year
-FY
FY
FY
FY
FY

77-78
78-79
79-80
80-81
81-82

Man-Years
More or (Fewer)
1036
3453
4327
1265
(1290)

$

Cost Or
(Savings)

Cumulative
Cost

472,675
1,575,431
1,974,194
577,156
($588,562)

$ 472,675
$2,048,106
$4,022,300
$4,599,456
$4,010,893

-10Comments
As the law is currently written, the ��finitio� of
youthful offenders contained in Section 3(2) set forth
several criteria for determining adjudication as a youthful offender.
be met.

It is assumed that all of these criteria must

Therefore, it is assumed that the intent of the

leaislation
is not
..,
-- to require both
--- a guilty decision as
stated in Section 3 ( 2) (b) and a nolo contendere plea as
Our statement assumes that this is an

stated in 3 (2) (c).
either/or condition.

As currently written, the intent of the legislation is
not clear with regard to Section 11 (3) requiring that the
''Department shall thereafter (sic, the effective date) be
prohibited from housing youthful offenders in excess of
certified design capacities (sic, in proposed youthful offencer institutions).

This wording, as well as that referring tc

the review of plans and.specifications, is not clear with re
gard to existing institutions 1esignated or to be designated
as youthful offender facilities.

This impact statement assu�es

that all facilities so designated will be maintained at desi��
capacity rather than maximum as is not the case at four DOR
institutions.

This will require construction of an addition2l

694 beds to meet the provisions of the proposed legislation.
It appears that the prosecutors and the proposed law, if
they so desired, by considering multiple offenses and providi�g
consecutive sentences.

It is assllf.led, for the purposes of

-11-

this analysis, tha� current sentencing patterns will be
modified to comply to not only the letter, but the intent
of the law.

However, it seems unlikely that judges who

are now sentencing some offenders J who would be classified
as youthful offenders, to terns of 16 to 30 years, would not
assign consecutive mandatory �inimum sentences rather than
be limited to a maximum term of imprisonment of 5 years in
these cases.

Therefore, it is assumed that the impact- state-

ment provided is extremely conservative relative to flat-time
sentencing.
This version of the "Youthful Offender Act" establishes
the upper age for youthful ofienders at 25 years.

This may

result in a distribution of offenders up to 30 years of age
in designated youthful offender facilities.

To reduce the

upper age limit as a means of eliminating this potential
problem would only restrict the i�pact of the proposed pro
gram to a relatively small number of inmates and would thereby raise questions of diseconomy of the youthful offender e::ort.
The authority of the Department to move those adjudica�ec
.:i.s "youthful offender facilities" into adult facilities whe:-.
they reach qn age beyond tte upper lirait of the proposed
legislation, or when their association with other youthful
offenders becomes detrimental to the purposes of the program,
or when they demonstrate that they cannot be handled safely
as youthful offenders within the program is unclear in the pro
posed wording.

-12-

To allow the Department to exercise appropriate
management authority to �aintain an age distribution in
designated youthful offender programs more in ti�e with
the age range addressed in the subject legislation, and
to remove those who beco�e a disruotive influence on the
proposed program, the following wording may be considered
for inclusion in the subject legislation:
Upon attaining his twenty-fifth birthday, the Depa.rt.r:,c:-,t ::iay..
transfer an individual adjudicated a youthful offender to
an institution or facility other than o�e designated as a
youthful offender facility pursuant to Section II.

When it is determined by the Secretary of the Depart�ent
or his designated representative that an individual who has
been.placed adjudicated a youthful offender, and who has
been placed in a youthful offender facility, can no longer
benefit fro:n the youthful offender treatment program, o:r- •.-.,:10
has demonstrated that he can no longer be handled safely as
a youthful offender, or who by his association with other
youthful offenaers is disruptive of the purposes of this
statute, may be transferred to an adult facility pursuant to
rules and regulations of the Department.

@-@-�
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A REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE HOUSE COMMITTEE
ON CORRECTIONS, PROBATION AND PAROLE
CS for CS/SB 165 by Senate Committees on Corrections, Probation
and Parole, HRS and Others
(Similar HB 2090)
Florida Youthful Offender Act
PROBLEM
In 1975 the Florida Legislature recognized a need to speci
fically address correctional responses to youthful offenders.
The "Correctional Organization Act of 1975" mandated that the
newly created Department of Offender Rehabilitation establish a
Youthful Offender Program Office. While this Program Office has
promulgated a Youthful Offender Program Plan, the plan has only
had substantial effect on the six major institutions that have
been designated as youthful offender institutions. The plan it
self requires the Department of Offender Rehabilitation to pro
vide for youthful offenders within the same statutory guidelines
that govern programs designed for more hardened criminals.
In addition, legislation proposed in recent legislative
sessions indicates that there is a growing concern for the way
that the juvenile justice system addresses those juveniles who
have not proved amendable to available programs of the Youth
Services Program of DHRS. At the present time juvenile judges
are forced to decide between adjudication as a delinquent and
commitment to DHRS, or the binding over of the juvenile to adult
court where the penalty may be prolonged incarceration in the
adult system.
WHAT THE BILL DOES
This bill first defines who is eligible for classification as
a youthful offender, and provides guidelines for sentencing
Rohert E. Wntts, ,Jr., StafT Director
:!6 llnuse Office Ruildini:, Tnllahessee, Flnrirln .12:104 (904)
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judges. Community control programs are defined as a form of
enhanced probation or parole supervision that may be residential
or non-residential, and may include restitution. The bill also
requires the Department to designate separate facilities for
youthful offenders.
Section 1.

Short title -- Florida Youthful Offender Act.

Section 2.

Legislative intent.

Section 3.

Provides definitions.

Section 4. Provides that community control programs may
be public or private.
Section 5. Provides eligibility requirements for youthful
offender classification.
(1) Any person pleading guilty or nolo contendre, or who
is found guilty of a first, second, or third degree felony
that was committed before that person's 21st birthday, may
be classified as a youthful offender, provided that person
has not previously been classified as a youthful offender:
or convict�d of a capital or life felony.
(2) The youthful offender classification is mandatory
for persons who meet the requirements of the above sub
section and are first felony offenders or have never been
adjudicated delinquent for an act which would have been a
capital, life or first degree felony offense for an adult.
(3) Persons who have been found guilty of a first, second
or third degree felony prior to the instant offense, and
thus excluded from mandatory classification as a youthful
offender, may be so classified after consideration of the
provided criteria.
Section 6.
offenders.
(1)

Provides for a judicial disposition of youthful

Probation in a community control program.

(2) Incarceration for not more than four years followed by
two years in a community control program.
(3) If any of the provided aggravating factors are found
to exist, the court may impose a mandatory period of
incarceration of one year, within the four years provided
in subsection (2).
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Section 7. The court may suspend further execution of the
sentence after 60 days and place the youthful offender in a
community control program.
Section 8. The defendant may present to the court any infor
mation which would affect its decision to classify that person as a
youthful offender. The defendant is entitled to access to all
reports provided to the court, except that information obtained
under a promise of confidentiality may be excluded.
Section 9. Authorizes the Department to adopt regulations
to allow the community release of youthful offenders for specified
purposes such as work or to see a dying relative. The Department
is authorized to determine eligibility, provide for the disbursement
of any earnings, and enter into agreements with county, municipal
or federal agencies to house youthful offenders. The failure to
return from community release within the prescribed time is deemed
an escape. The Department may contract with public or private
agencies for the supervision or confinement of youthful offenders.
Section 10. Community control after incarceration is limited
to two years or the maximum term of commitment, whichever is less.
Youthful offenders in community control programs are subject to
revocation as if on parole. The Department is required to develop•
enhanced -supervision programs for violators of release agreements,
when those violations do not constitute a violation of law as an
alternative to revocation.
Section 11. The Department is required to designate facili
ties and programs for youthful offenders and to utilize specially
trained staff. Such facilities shall be used solely for youthful
offenders, insofar as is practical.
Section 12. Youthful offenders may be required to participate
in certain vocational, education, correctional, or public service
activities. Any income from such activities may be used to defray
costs of incarceration, other debts, or restitution. The court may
recommend placement in a community residential facility.
Section 13.

Records.---

(1)
Provides that youthful offender's pre-incarceration
records shall be treated the same as if they were adult
records.
(2) Provides that records relating to incarceration or
supervision of youthful offenders shall be accessible
only to criminal justice agencies and those entities
having responsibilities under this act, or to those
entities able to demonstrate a need to the court.
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Section 14. Provides that a violation of the terms of a
community control program shall subject the youthful offender
to ss. 948.06(1), 949.10, 949.12, Florida Statutes.
Section 15. Provides that this act shall not restrict
participation in the mutual agreement parole program.
Section 16. Subsection (1) and (5) of section 949.115,
Florida Statutes, are amended to provide that minors found guilty
in a court not exercising juvenile jurisdiction may be placed in
a community control program, in addition to existing alternatives.
In addition, minors proven to be unamendable to treatment under
the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services may be adjudi
cated youthful offenders.
Section 17. Amends section 959.116, Florida Statutes, to
provide that persons under 18 who have been transferred to the
supervision of the DHRS shall be placed in a youthful offender
program upon return to the Department of Offender Rehabilitation.
Section 18.

Provides a severability clause.

Section 19.

Provides an effective date of October 1, 1978.
ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT

None.
COMMITTEE COMMENTS
There are two differences between HB 2090, by the House
Corrections, Probation and Parole Committee and CS for CS/SB 165.
The Senate bill requires that the crime for which the youthful
offender is sentenced be committed prior to the youthful offender's
21st birthday. The House version requires the same before the
youthful offender's 22nd birthday.
In addition, on page 3, line 26, the words "whether or not
the adjudication of guilt has been withheld" appear in the
Senate bill, and do not appear in the House bill. This is the
subsection of the bill that deals with mandatory classification
as a youthful offender, and therefore allows persons who were
tried for a felony, and yet received a withheld adjudication of
guilt, to be included in the group of offenders mandatorily
classified as youthful offenders.
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This bill attempts to set up an intermediary method of
dealing with youthful offenders that is more stringent than the
juvenile justice system and less harsh than the adult system.
On March 1, 1976, there were approximately 4,279 inmates in
DOR custody who were under the age of 22, approximately one fourth
of the total DOR population. Under this bill the youthful
offender popultation would start from zero and gradually increase
with court commitments. This population would probably reach
close to one fourth of the DOR population within several years.
The eligibility requirements are structured so as to restrict
heinous or repeat offenders from participation in this program.
Offenders must have been 21 or younger at the time of the offense.
Capital or life felons are expressly prohibited from youthful
offender classification. First felony offenders are mandatorily
classified as youthful offenders, provided they have not been
adjudicated delinquent for what would have been a capital, life
or first degree felony in adult court. Repeat offenders may be
classified youthful offenders after consideration of the criteria
in subsection (3) of section 5. (It should be noted that the
above section's impact will be greatly decreased in several
years due to the mandatory classification subsection. Soon, most
young offenders will be classified as youthful offenders. Since
repeat�youthful off�nders are prohibited by this act, there will
soon be very few young repeat offenders who are eligible under
subsection (3)).
The sentencing guidelines that allow a maximum of two years
in a community control program are consistent with existing two
year limits on probation and parole. Studies have shown that the
great majority of all violations of such conditional releases
occur within the first two years.
The four year maximum term of incarceration for this special
group of youthful offenders should be viewed in light of depart
mental research, which indicates that for all offender groups the
median time served on ten year sentences is approximately 4.5 years.
Section 7 of the bill provides permissive language allowing
judges to utilize shock probation, a program reP.orting good results
in Ohio. Shock probation provides that an offender spends a short
time in prison and is then released to community supervision. The
offender has no prior knowledge of his upcoming early release. It
is hoped that the short exposure to incarceration will be sufficient
to "shock" the offender into realizing the possible consequences
of further criminal action.
Section 8 of the bill allows the potential youthful offender
to present information to persuade the judge to classify him as a
youthful offender.
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Section 9 of the bill deals with community release arrangements
for youthful offenders. Present statutes allow DOR to place
an inmate in work release only in the last 18 months of his
sentence, unless the Parole Commission recommends an earlier placement.
Under the provisions of this act a youthful offender may be placed
on community release by DOR at any stage in his sentence. Section
12 provides that the sentencing judge may recommend placement in a
community facility.
Although the community control program is envisioned to be
more extensive than traditional probation and parole, the same
statutes that pertain to probation and parole revocation will apply
to community control under this act. However, subsection (3) of
section 10 of the bill requires the Department to develop policies
that will keep technical violators out of prison but under "enhance
supervision".
This bill will not affect the contract parole program now
operating in many youthful offender institutions.
Section 16 and 17 amend existing statutes that deal with
the transfer of minors between DHRS and DOR to ensure that such
minors will be considered youthful offenders.
FISCAL IMPACT
This bill is not anticipated to have a negative fiscal impact.
For example, the sentencing structure set forth in this bill should
not create such an impact. Although there is no reliable data
to indicate the average sentence length or time served by the
offender group addressed in this bill, under current sentencing
structures a first degree felon may receive a sentence of up to
30 years. In fact, the bill's sentencing structure could possibly
create a positive fiscal impact.
The current weighted average length of probation supervision
is 2.91 years. This bill prohibits community control• for more
than two years, and therefore has a potential positive fiscal impact.
There is a possibility that this bill will cause more juve
niles to be committed to DOR, by providing a more attractive alter
native than currently exists. However, it can be assumed that
these juveniles would hav e otherwise been under the supervision of
DHRS, where the cost per day in a training school is $34.35. It
is not likely that commitment to DOR would surpass this cost, even
with greater lengths of commitment. This bill would therefore not
be expected to create an overall negative fiscal impact to the state.
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BILL SUMMARY:

f,

PURPOSE:
Present Situation

At the end of calendar year 1976 the DOR had in its custody
4,995 felony offenders under the age of 25 who were serving
their first felony commitment to an adult prison. Approx
imately one-third of this age group was under the age of
21. Although the agency has administratively designated
several of its institutions for this age group, there cur
rently exists no statutory vehicle which would provide for
the separation of younger, first felons from older and more
persistent felony offenders. In recent years courts have
turned less to control of the offender on programs of
community supervision and more to institutional confinement.
Increasing population management pressures have forced the
DOR into compromises with the integrity of some of its
operations simply to meet the requirements of finding avail
able beds. Several states have statutory mechanisms for
dealing with youthful offenders who have not responded well
to the juvenile justice system.
B.

Effect on Present Situation

This bill attempts to bridge the gap which currently exists
between the juvenile training schools of the Department of
Health and Rehabilita�ive Services and the major penal
institutions of the DuR. In doing this the bill proposes
several revisions in Florida law:
1.

�(
I _j

VES
vi' STATE

, ,,,{ BUILDl,-JG

T, d,;i,,�ee, FL 32399-02�50

'
• "-eri.es
Creates the "Florida
Youthful Offender Act" to provide
ro / S-·
revised sentencing and correctional handling of first felony
offenders between the ages of 18 and 21 and juveniles waived
to the Criminal Division of the Circuit Court pursuant to
Chapter 39, who are committed to the custody of the Department of Offender Rehabilitation (DOR).

A.

)

Revised judicial dispositions - Courts are given three
options in the sentencing of a youthful offender:
a.

Placement in a co�nunity control program
(probation) for supervision in the community.
The youthful offender may be required to
perform public service activities which may
include assistance to the victim of the crime.

b.

Conunitment of the youthful offender to the
custody of the DOR for a fixed, or flat,
term ranging from 12 to 60 months based upon
the degree of the felony offense. Capital
and life felons are excluded from consideration
as youthful offenders.

Carton
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III.

c.

Shock probation, or incarceration, for periods
of up to 90 days with subsequent modification
of the sentence by the court. This is to
insure that a youthful offender has a taste of
prison and can appreciate first-hand what the
continued consequences of his actions can mean.

2.

Provides for access by defense counsel to the pre
sentence investigation report. The U.S. Supreme
Court has recently overturned a Florida case
wherein a defendant was not allowed an opportunity
to confront potentially adverse material in the
PSI.

3.

Allows DOR to place youthful offenders on work
release during their imprisonment.

4.

Places a one year maximum term on community
supervision programs which may be extended for
up to two years upon written order of the court
or of the Parole and Probation Commission.

5.

Allows for access to records by appropriate law
enforcement, judicial, and corrections agencies,
and two others only upon court order.

6.

Provides a schedule of gain-time allowances for
youthful offenders.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERJ\TIONS:
Significant Economic Impact:
A.

YES

X

NO

Economic Im2_a_c_t_on_ Pub].ic or Im_e_l�me_n_!_in_g_Agency

The bill will have a potentially positive financial effect
in three areas:
1.

2.

Probation and parole - the proposed reduction in the
maximum lengths of supervision would have a benefi
cial fiscal effect. Currently, the average length
of supervision is 2.91 years despite a statutory
prohibition against probation terms in excess of
2 years. Statistics from the DOR also report that
some 1,861 inmates were on co�nunity supervision for
periods in ex ·ess of 10 years as of June 30, 1976.
Population in custody - The flat terms of sentence
contained in the original bill are at or less than
the average time served for each of the offenses,
the fiscal effect on the average in the CS/SB 669
will be slightly negative which may be offset by
mitigating factors which the court can consider
in reducing the time to be served. This may trans
late not so much in actual operating costs being
reduced as in the agency's ability to intake a
greater number of inmates with a constant amount
of dollars.

Placing a precise dollar figure on the fiscal effect is
aggravated by the lack of a reliable historical index
upon which an analysis can be based. Based upon current
expenditure patterns and management practices, however,
it is anticipated that the fiscal effect of the bill
will be slightly negative as it impacts on DOH and positive
as it impacts on the Parole and Probation Con�ission. The
latter effect is due to elemination of periodic parole
interviews for youthful offenders. Additional revenue

SB 669 continued
Page 'l'hree
may be required for implementation which otherwise would
.be appropriated.
IV.

COMMENTS:
The bill has been patterned after federal legislation,
similar state statutes of Alabama and North Carolina,
and House Bill 1319 of the 1972 Florida Legislature.
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 669
Amendments adopted in Committee made the following substantial
changes:
1.

Six specific criteria were enumerated for judicial
consideration prior to the discretionary adjudica
tion of a youthful offender.

2.

Life felons were excluded from consideration as a
youthful offender.

3.

The existing sentencing structure was altered in
the following manner to allow for judicial consid
eration of aggravating and mitigating factors:
Felony I
Felony II
Felony III
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24 months
18 months
12 months

48 ± 12 months
36 ± 12 months
24 ± 12 months

4.

Language relating to access of the presentence
investigation report by the defendant was reworded
to conform to Florida Rules of Criminal Procedure
and standards of the American Bar Association.

5.

Parole was eliminated for youthful offenders; in
its place were substituted definite terms of
sentences with gain time allowances for early
release.

6.

Sections relating to separation of youthful offender
from other offenders and the designation of certain
facilities was stricken.

7.

Material relating to confidentiality of records was
altered to conform to existing statutes for adult
offenders.

8•

The phrase "community control program" was changed
to "probation".
ovides a severability clause.

9•
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SUMMARY:

Creates the "Florida Youthful Offender Act" to provide
for revised sentencing and correctional handling of first
felony offenders bet\veen the ages of 18 and 22 committed
to the custody of the Department of Offender Rehabilitation
(DOR).
PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation

At the end of calendar year 1976 the DOR had in its
custody 4,995 felony offenders under the age of 25 who
\•;ere serving their first felony cornmitment to an adult
prison . As of January 1st the adult prison pqpulation
consisted of the following nun'.!:ler of youthful offenders:
16 and under
17
18
19
20

43
117
288
618
1,049

TOTAL

2,135

Although the agency has administratively designated several
of its institutions for this age group, there currently
exists no statutory vehicle which would provide for the
separation of younger, first felons from older and more
persistent felony offenders. In recent years courts have
turned·less to control of the offender on programs of
co'riununity supervision and more to institutional confinement.
Increasing population management pressures have forced the
DOR into compromises with the integrity of some of its
operations simply to meet the requirements of finding
available beds.
B.

Effect on Present Situation

The bill attempts to bridge the gap which currently exists
between the juvenile training schools of the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services and the major penal
institutions of the DOR. In doing this, the bill proposes
several revisions in Florida law:

1.

Revised judicial dispositions - Courts are given three
options in the sentencing of a youthful offender:

III.

a.

Placement in u community control progrurn
(probation plus conditions) for supervision
in the community. The youthful offender may
be required to perform public service uctivi
ties which may include assistance to the victim
of the crime.

b.

Commitment of the youthful offender to the
custody of the DOR for a term of up to 5 years.

c.

Shock probation, or incarceration, for periods
of up to 60 days with subsequent modification
of the sentence by the court. This is to
insure that a youthful offender has a taste of
prison and can appreciate first-hand what the
continued consequences of his actions can mean.

2.

Provides for access by defense counsel to the pre
sentence investigation report. The U.S. Supreme
Court has recently overturned a Florida case Where
a defendant was not allowed an opportunity to con
front potentially adverse material in the PSI.

3.

Allows DOR to place youthful offenders on work
release during their imprisonment.

4.

Places a two year maximum term on corr.munity
supervision programs.

5.

Gives appropriate law enforcement, j�dicial, and
corrections agencies access to information on
youthful offenders.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Imoact on the Public:

YES--

B.

Economic Im.e_act on State or Local Government: YES

NO
'

X
NO X

The bill will have a potentially favorable financial effect
in two areas:
1.

Probation and parole - The proposed reduction in the
maximum lengths of supervision would have a benefi
cial fiscal effect. Currently the average length of
sGpervision is 3.63 (weighted average, 2.91 years)
years despite a statutory prohibition against
probation terms in excess of 2 years. (§948.04,
Florida Statutes) Nearly 70% of the offenders under
community supervision exceeded the statutory limit
of 2 years. Statistics from the DOR also report
that some 1,861 inmates were on community supervision
for periods of 10 years or more as of June 30, 1976.

2.

Based upon the average time served for current
felonies of the first, second and third degree, the
fiscal impact would not be a significant factor.
Data originally developed by the DOR in 1975 indi
cated the following boundary points on actual time
served for adult felony offenders:

I

II

"

III

r.1otal

.)

"

1444

461

1't)67
33 9'(

.... .J

-

3,480.04

2.4l
,/
z
2.53 r s.

1,166.33

2.17 y r s .

7,392.80

V74 y r s.

/

.l _,, . � - \/ �'

2,551.43

inmates r eleased f r om the
*Based upon
Rehabilitation d uring
Depar tment
n°' pr i or felony comP.1itrnents of
FY 73-74 who
one year or/4ore to\the Depar tment of Offender
Rehabilitcl'tion.

Source:/ Table III, A Co arison of nver age Time
Served under the
�Existing Sentencing
Pr actice, Decembe 29, 1975.

�-

IV.

E-1-fte -i-n�p-rec..ise da11-arrTgure on t h e f is c aTefTect
is aggravated by the-:lcrc::k or a relTcrb1:e1'rhn:ori-ca-l-:rndex
upGI+-W-hl-B.Jci-an-ar1alysis can be basea. Based upon current
e}:pendit ure pattern s and management practices,-tt·owe,ve1o-,
i t is anticipated that t h e fiscal.effect of the bill
wil l be favor able and not requir e additional r evenue
for implementation which otherwise would be allocated
elsewhere.

The indeterminate sentencing feature of this act p r ovides
for the aver age impact to be within the actual time
ser ved for all offenses . Whether the act will condition
the t r ansfer for pr osecution of additional juveniles who
actuall y would be h and led in the Juvenile Division of
the Cir c uit Cour t is ar g uable. The option gener ated
by this legis l ation makes cer tification more att r active
b ut materials developed by the Department of Ileal th and
Rehabilitative Ser vices would indicate t hat the co:-nmit
meBt may be a f u nct ion of processes s uch as plea bar g ain
ing and use of d iver sionar y alter natives which.would ser ve
to b l unt any l arge scale movement of juveniles,
COMMENTS:

The bill has been patterned after federal legislation, similar state
statutes of Alabama and Nor th Carolina, and House Bill 1319 of the
1972 Florida Legislature and has been recormended by the January 1978
report of the Dade County Grand Jury, and the Crirre and the Elder ly
c
Task Force of the Departrrent of Administration. 'l!Ae-'l:e�
:at
1 inn
� datory
presented appears to have a contradiction in the criteria for
in · , patr of the
eligibility for the youthful offender program. If,
·
i ntent is to provide a halfway point between t
g schools and the
current adult prisons for those delinqu
outh who are waived over to
the adult system with the thought
this age group is still able to
be rehabilitated, then e s
t on page 3, lines 26 through 29
should be reexamined. � exclusion of those juve niles who have
previously bee� c1� cated delinquent for acts that would have been a
first or seco�egr� felony if corrmitted by an adult fran being
to be classific'Cl as a youthful offender defeats that purpos
reqUJ. ·red

An �
ndrrent has been prepared to delete the reference to first or
nd degree. Three other technical, clarifying arrendrrents are also
�epared tor Cornn! ttee �.i;:atiGA-.--
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Florida Youthful
Offender Act

Corrections, Probat ion and Parole
Judiciary-Criminal
Health and Rehabilitativ e Services
Appropriations

SUMMARY:
Creates the "Florida Youthful Offender Act" to provide
for revised sentencing and correctional handling of first
f elony offenders between th e a ges of 18 and 22 committed
t o the custody of the D epartment of Offender Rehabilitation
(DOR).

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

©@[Pu

At the end of calendar year 1976 the DOR had in its
custody 4,995 felony offenders under the age of 2�
were serving thei r first felony commitment�
prison. As of January 1st the adult�consisted of the following nurnJ-.-~-
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16 and under
17
18
19
20

43
117
288
618
1,049

'l'O'I'AL

2,135

)
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Although the agency has administra
_ ��signat ed several
of its institutions for this age gr�up, there currently
exists no statutory vehicle which would provide for the
separation of younger , first felons from older and 1nore
persistent felony offenders . In recent years courts hRve
turned·less to control of the offender on programs of
cdti@unity supervision and more to institutional confinement.
Increasing population management pressures have forced the
DOR into compromises with the integrity of some of its
operations simply to meet the requirements of finding
availa ble beds.
D.

Effect on Present Situation

The bill attempts to bridge the gap which currently exists
between t he juvenile training schools of the Department of
llealth and Rehabilitative Services and the major penal
institutions of the DOR. In doing this , the bill proposes
several revisions in Florida law:
1.

Revised iudicial dispositions - Courts arc given three
options in the sentencing of a youtl1ful offender:

in lltc couunun.il:.y. The yoL:t.hfu.l oi1c;1clcr may
be requ:i.r0c] to perform puulic �;'"rv.i.cc' acl:..ivi
t.ies which may .include c1ss.istc1nce to the vicl:.im
of the crime.

III.

b.

Commitment of the youthful offer.der to the
custody of the DOR for a term of up to 5 yec1rs.

c.

Shock probation, or incc1rceration, for periods
of up to 60 days with subsequent modificc1tion
of the sentence by the court. This is to
insure that a yo
, uthful offender has a taste of
prison and can appreGiate first-hand what the
continued consequences of his actions can mec1n.

2.

Provides for c1ccess by defense counsel to the pre
sentence invesl:.igation report. The U.S. Supreme
Court has recently overturned a Florida case where
a defendc1nt was not allowed an opportunity to con
front potentially adverse material in the PSI.

3.

Allows DOR to place youthful offenders on work
release during their imprisonment.

4.

Places a two year nwximum term on cor...'Tlunity
supervision progrc1ms.

5.

Gives appropric1te law enforcement, jcdicial, and
corrections agencies access to information on
youthful offenders.

ECONOMIC CONSIDEMTIONS:
YES

NO

X

A.

Economic Im£act on the Public:

B.

Economic Im.eact on State or Local Goverm;ient: YES

NO X

The bill will have a potentially favorable f.inancic1l effect
in two areas:
l.

Probation and parole - The proposed reduction in the
maximum lengths of supervision would have a benefi
cial fiscal effect. Currently the average length of
sGpervision is 3.63 (weighted average, 2.91 years)
years despite c1 statutory prohibition against
probation terms in excess of 2 years.
(§948.04,
Florida Statutes) Nearly 70� of the offenders under
community supervision exceeded the statutory limit
of 2 years. Statistics from the DOR also report
that some 1,861 inmates were on community supervision
for periods of 10 years or more as of June 30, 1976.

2.

Based upon the average time served for current
felonies of the first, second and third degree, the
fiscal impact would not be c1 significc1nt factor.
Data originally developed by the DOR in 1975 indi
cated the following boundary points on actual time
served for adult felony offenders:
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Honorable Pat Thomas
Senator, Fourth District
Florida Senate
Room 330 , Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Dear Senator Thomas:
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During the meeting on January 17 th of the Senate Committee on Corrections,
Probation and Parole, I did not choose to elaborate on Senate Bill 165 creating
the Florida Youthful Offender Act because my comments are of a rather minor
nature. However, I would like to make some suggestions in the refinement of
this bill as follows:
�

'1

-�

'

•

(A)

On line 24, page two of the bill, the term "Community control program"
is utilized under the definition section. I would suggest that this
terminology not be utilized unless it is a new program over and above
that which we are currently operating in Florida. Our community
release program which includes our work release and our community
supervision program which includes our probation and.parole supervision
activities are basically what I understand to be the concepts covered
by t:.1e term "community control program". Therefore, I see no need to
impose a new term upon our staff unless in fact we are imposing a new
program.

(B)

I would recommend your consideration of deleting section nine of the
bill entitled, "Extension of limits of confinement" which begins on
page seven, line five. This section of the bill basically is a
reiteration of the language in Florida Statutes 945.091 and Rule33 .9
of this Department entitled, "Extension of Limits of Confinement".
It does not appear to me to be necessary that the same language appear
in two places in the statutes .

(C)

On page eight, beginning on line 26, reference is made to Florida
Statutes 945.30 regarding the cost of supervision program and on
lines 28 through 30 it indicates that all persons will pay for the
cost of supervision except those youthful offenders within or without

f\
�'

ff

Honorable Pat Thomas
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the state under an interstate compact agreement. I would like to
comment that it is the posture of this Department that all persons
should pay for their cost of supervision pursuant to 945.30 with
the exception of persons being supervised in another state.
Obviously, we should not charge them for supervision we are not
providing.
I think it would be helpful to this Department if the language in
section 11 on page nine, lines three through seven could be re-worded.
My suggestion would be that on line five we should be instructed to
request appropriate personnel for the staffing of youthful offender
institutions and that such positions that are appropriated by the
Legislature should be qualified by training and experience to
operate facilities and programs for youthful offenders. It apparently
is the intent of your committee to direct this Department to place
specialized staff in youthful offender institutions and we certainly
agree with that concept.

DJ

�
�

On page nine, lines 12 through 14, there is a requirement to the
Department of General Services to certify the capacity limits of
youthful offender institutions. They do not now certify any of the
capacities of any of our institutions and I really see no reason to
include this in the bill. As you will recall the DOR/DOR space
utilization survey sets designed capacities and maximum capacities
for each of our institutions and the Department of General Services
is not involved in this process.

(E)

r\\r'-��
L

J

(F)

ol'-

On page 12, lines 20 and 21, I would assume that this is an error in
the bill and that it is the intention that they be placed under the
supervision of DOR as we have the field staff of the Parole and
Probation Commission now in this Department.

I would appreciate your consideration of these comments and any. re-wording of
the bill.
Sincerely,
WAINWRIGHT, SECRETARY

Assistant Secretary for Programs
TPJ/jj
cc:

Louie L. Wainwright, Secretary
Dr. James G. Ricketts, Deputy Secretary
David D. Bachman, Assistant Secretary for Operations
Paul A. Skelton, Jr., Assistant Secretary for Office
of Management and Budget
Michael L. Ketchum, Legislative Liaison
Dr. Dan Hudson, Youthful Offender Program Office
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to corrections; creating the

3

"Florida Youthful Offender Act"; providing

4

legislative intent and definitions; providing

5

for the adjudication of persons as youthful

6

o ffenders; providing for judicial disposition
o f youthful of fenders; providing f�r commitment

8

to the custody of the department; providing_for

9

judicial consideration of aggravating

10

circumstances; providing for the suspension of

11

sentence by the court; providing defendant

12

access to certain information in the

13

presentence report; providing for adoption of

14

rules for the extension of the limits of

15

c onfinement; providing a penalty, as an esiape,

16

f or failure to return to designated place of

17

confinement at designated time; providing for

18

maximum terms of community control prosrams;

19

providing for designation of facilities-a-ns

20

e-e-f-l:-i-E-i-ea-t-rcrrr-o-f-t11stita t::-.i:-o-n-a-l:-e-a-pae--i-t-y- of

21

iftS't-i.-j:,��i��s-aTra-fcJ"C"rh�ttEeS; authorizing orders

22

for distribution of income earned by youthful

23

o ffenders; providing for the sealing,

24

expunction, and access of records; �r�d..i.pg

25

for gr a11 tiIrg-an<l-:1:-o-r-:fe-i-t;.u-r-e-crf-g-a-i-A=t.i-m&;

26

providing for consequences of violation of the

27

terms of the program, but granting credit for

28

time spent in a community control program on

29

t he sentence term; providing for participation

30

in mutual participation agreements; amending

31

s s. 959.115(1), (5), 959.116(1), Florida

�v
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Statutes; authorizing the court to place minors

2
3

in a community control program; providing

severability; providing an effective date.

4

51 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

6

Section 1.

Short title.--Sections 1 through 16 of this

8 I act shall be known and may be citea as the "Florida Youthful

91 Offender Act."

10

Section 2.

Legislative intent.--The purpose of this

11 I act is to improve the chances of correction and successful

121 return to the community of youthful offenders sentenced to

13I imprisonment by preventing their association with older and

14I more experienced criminals during the terms of their

15I confinement.

It is the further intent of the Legi�lature to

16I provide an additional sentencing alternative to be used in the

17I discretion of the court when dealing with offenders who have

18I demonstrated that they can no longer be handled safely as

191 juveniles and who require more substantial limitations upon

20I their liberty to ensure the protection of society.

21

22

Section 3.
( 1}

Definitions.--As used in this act:

"Department" means the Department of Offender

231 Rehabilitation.
24

( 2}

"Community control program" means an

25 individualized program of restriction or noninstitutional

26 confinement for youthful offenders placed in the community in

27 lieu of commitment to the custody of the department, and for

28 youthful offenders subsequent to release from the custody of
29 the department as provided by law.

30
31

Section .4.

Community control program; supervision.--

Community control programs shall be supervised by the
2

CODING: Word, in.,;..�� type ore deletions from existing low; words underlined ore additions.
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department or other public or private agencies designated by
21 the department and shall include but shall not be limited to:
3

(1)

Supervised activities designed to encourage

41 n oncriminal behavior, with appropriate sanctions for violation
51 of the terms of the program by the youthful offender; and
6

(2)

Restitution in money or in kind or through public

71 service.
8

Section 5.

Eligibility for youthful offender;

91 adjudication.-ltwi.1.u1-)irlo�J l0!=
CJ,IJ.S':,/P,(
101
(1) I' ELIGIBILITY .--The court may -ad-j-ud-i-e-a-t-e as a
111 youthful offender any person:
12
131

(a)

Who is at least 18 years of age or who has been

transferred for prosecution to the criminal division of the

14 I circuit court pursuant to chapter 39, Florida Statutes;
15

(b)

Who is found guilty of or who has tendered, and

16.I the court has accepted, a plea of nolo contendere or guilty to
171 a erime which is, under the

laws of this state, a felony of

181 the first, second, or third degree if such crime was coIT1mitted
19 I before the defendant's 22nd birthday; and
201
21
22

(c)

CJ/�lf:i:::b
Who has not previously been a0-j-t1-a--:i,..G-a-t-e<l a youthful

offender lt�t 1W {}rt,ol)6!CNS U:- 71/ts /)er-,
(2)

C,� I F1 <!)Tl ,; ()/
MA-l'tE>ft'.P&RY YOUTHFUL OFFENDER A-1.'>cH:to-I-e-wr-roN. --A

231 p erson shall be adjudicated a youthful offender if such person
NI meets the criteria for eligibility for adjudication as a
251 youthful offender as set out in subsection (l)· and such person
has not_ previously been found guilty of a felony ll(;fl.. 1 f'u)?,()i,w}K' 1D
/J �frf)1flH, (/,?__
C!-1�,!il, �
, '11..a>J pJ)J(..0.1(.Mt!'J> 1Jl3lll''1QU,�-rr 'Fc,v'l tnJ tilr' ((;J)ll$-/ U!Oll(i)
�DT'S-E-RB-�10NA-R¥-Y-OW.r..H-F-U-b-Or-F-E.NDE-R~ADJ.U-D-I-GAJF.I-0N. --A J.,1 ';,• F-;;;LC,_,.(
27 I
26

nz

�I person excluded from mandatory adjudication as a youthful

of

I (- uU,,H1 t1t'l>
Pt, ( fJ-rJ

29 offender by virtue of having been previously found guilty t,.6' a Pv!OtWi.

30 crime which if committed in Florida would be a felony of the
31

first, second, or third degree under the laws of this state
CODING: Words in�
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11,'(b
may be ad--�t1-0-i-eated a youthful offender after consideration of
21 the following eriteria:
3

{a)

The seriousness of the offense to the community

41 and whet-h-e-r the protection of the community r-equ-i-r-c-s
51 d-i-s-p0-s-i-tt0n-a-s-a-ft-<lQ-\}--l-t;

6

(bl

Whether the offense was committed in an

71 aggressive, violent, premeditated, or willful manner;
8

(c)

Whether the offense was against persons or against

9 I property, g-i;.e-a-t-e-r--we-ig.h-&-be-i-rrg--g-i·ve-n-to-of-fen-se-s--ag-a-i-n-&t
10 I pe-F-S-O-fhs-,-e-s-peo-i-a-1-1-y-i-f-pe.i:;.so.n.aLin..j..Lu:...y.....r.e.s.u.i:t.ed.;
11

(d)

The sophistication and maturity of the defendant,

121 as determined by consideration of his home, environmental
131 situation, emotional attitude, and pattern of living;
14

(e)

The record and previous history of the defendant,

151 including:
16

1.

Previous contacts with the department, the

171 Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, other law
181 enforcement agencies, and courts;
19

2.

Prior periods in a community control program;

20

3.

Prior violations of law; and

21

4.

Prior commitments to institutions; and

22

( f)

4'-h-e-p.i:..o.s.pe-G--t...&-f:o.i;-a0-equ-a-t.e-p.r..o..t.ee-t;...i&n-or-trre-

231.p-ub.l.i...c--and. � likelihood of reasonable rehabilitation of the

24 1 defendant, if he is assigned to youthful offender services and

25 facilities.
26

(g)

27

1.

28

Cl/1,s�hcMI.OiV
Whether ad--j-tia-i-e-�H»i would:
hfJ;.o.r:.cL..ad.e..c_uui te dPi:.e.J;..i;.e.=e-te--o-i;..i.m.in.a.Lc0-i.dHG-t.;

-r-;---P-r·ote-et:--the-13t1-t>-l-i-e-f;.i;..o.n._f_u_r t·h.e L�Limc.s._oL-.th.a-.

29 \ .o-e-fe-nEl-a-n-e-;-

30

31
4
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I.

/. Reflect the seriousness of the offense, promote

21 respect for law, and provide just punishment for the offense;

31 and
4

l.

)":

Provide the defendant with needed educational or

51 vocational training, medical care, or other correctional

61 treatment in the most effective manner.

Judicial disposition of youthful
lLIJS';:,/ fi �.>
81 offenders.--If the court ad-j-ud-:i:-e-at� a person a youthful
71

Section 6.

91 offender, in lieu of other criminal
penalties authorized by .
'

101 law, the court shall dispose of the criminal· case as follows:
11

( 1)

The court may w-i-t-h-hcihtcl'ctjodt-c·ation-of-g·ll·i-1-t.-a-nd

12 I place the youthful offender on probation in a community
Lim}-} (UL LV,n;o.,,f {'r,J ,9)J'JllJ) I( 0'/7/JN cr: Ci l./. l).S.
131 control program 11 for a period not to exceed 2 years nor extend
141 beyond the 24th birthday of the defendant.·
15

(2)

The court may commit the youthful offender to the

161 custody of the department for a period not to exceed 6 years.

171 The sentence of the court shall specify a period of not more

181 than the first 4 years to be served by imprisonment and a

19lperiod of not more than 2 years to be served in a community

WI control program.

The defendant shall serve the sentence of

21 I t he court unless sooner released as provided by law.
22

( 3)

If the court finds that .any one of the following

23 1 aggravating factors exists, the court may impose a minimum

24 term of imprisonment of 1 year before eligibility for parole,

251 and the court shall sentence the defendant to a .term of
�I imprisonment not to exceed 6 years.

The court shall make

271 written findings as to the aggravating factors found to exist.
28

(a)

The defendant inflicted or attempted to inflict

291 serious bodily injury to another during the commission of the

30 felony or in flight therefrom. "Serious bodil� injury" means
31

bodily injury which creates a substantial risk of death or
5
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serious disfigurement, serious impairment of health, or

21 serious loss or impairment of the function of any organ or

31 part of the body.
(b)

The defendant presents a continuing risk of

6

(c)

The defendant knowingly created a great risk of

8

f-<l-}--T-he-d e-fen-d·aTfc1ntendedto'dTI;'i'."t.fpt:"or-h"'tn-cte-r-t-h e

4

51 physical harm to the public.

71 bodily injury or death to any person.

9 I :1.-aw-f-u-l-ex-e-t'cise-crr-a rry-gov-e-rnmenta--1-:·fun-c-t·i o-n-0.1:----the.

10 I -en-t:o-i;.cem
IT0-f.....l.aw..

11 I

i�( The defendant committed a felony that was heinous

13

section 7.

121 or involved physical violence.

Suspension of sentence by court.--The court

141 upon motion of the defendant, or upon its own motion, may

151 within 60 days after imposition of sentence suspend the

161 further execution of the sentence and place the defendant on

17 I probation in

c1

community control program upon such terms as

181 the court may require.

The department shall forward to the

19 I court all relevant material on the youthful offender's

201 progress while in custody not later than 3 w orking days prior
21 I to the hearing Q-1 ·nJf J,wn � N

22

Section 8.

Presentence repo�t; access by defendant.--

23 The defendant is entitled to an opportunity to present to the

24 court facts which would materially affect the decision of the

25 court to adjudicate the defendant a youthful offender.

The

�I defendant, his attorney, and the State shall be entitled to
27

inspect all factual material contained in the prcsentence

28 report or diagnostic reports prepared or received by the

�I department.

The court may withhold from disclosure to the

30 I defendant and his attorney sources of information which have
31

been obtained through a pro�ise of confidentiality.
6

In all
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cases in which parts of the report are not disclosed the court

21 shall state for the record - the reasons for its action and

31 shall inform the defendant and his attorney that information

41 has not been disclosed.
5

6

section 9.
( 1)

Extension of limits of confinement.--

The department is authorized to adopt regulations

71 permitting the extension of the limits of the place of

Bl confinement of a youthful offender when there is reasonable

9 cause to believe that he will honor the trust placed in him.

10 The department may authorize a youthful offender, under

11 prescribed conditions and following investigation and approval

12 by the department which shall maintain a written record of

13 such action, to leave the place of his confinement

14 unaccompanied by a custodial agent for a prescribed period of
1
15 time to:
16

(a)

Visit a designated place or places for th� purpose

171 of visiting a dying relative, attending the funeral of a

181 relative, or arranging for employment or for a suitable

191 residence for use when released, to otherwise aid in the

WI correction of the youthful offender, or for another compelling

21 I reason consistent with the public interest, and retur_n to the

221 same or another institution or facility designated by the

23 department; or
1
24
(b) work at paid employment, participate in an

25 education or a training program, or voluntarily serve a public

26 or nonprofit agency or a public service program in the

27 community, provided the youthful offender shall be confined

28 except during the hours of his employment, education,

29 training, or service and while traveling thereto and
30 therefrom.

31
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(2)

The department may adopt rules as to the

11 eligibility of youthful offenders for such extension of

31 confinement, the disbursement of any earnings of youthful

41 offenders, or the entering into of agreements between the

51 department and any municipal or county or federal agency for

61- the housing of youthful offenders in a local place of

71 confinement.
8

(3)

The willful failure of a youthful offender to

91 remain within the extended limits of confinement or to return

101 within the time prescribed to the place of confinement

111 designated by the department is an escape from the custody of

12I the department and a felony of the third degree, punishable as

131 providep by s. 775.082.
l4) --{¼',;; 7x:9Pnri!,i.;,;,r hr;- cr;,;,w:i.,'k(' tv,,m c::rtk'Tl. Mu,11c. iJN1> 01w.'.t'l·2"
section 10. Com:nunity control program; maximum term.-14I

kUi&1-ki.eS
'i)j,z;;

F\-R.

ff-NA 1:t::1.:',:i:/,
C. - Cc,l/J,u;/11 ·
16 I control program upon release from imprisonment by ·paroie or by ";_ t;}'i;:1)ll5J IJ!-}
.
q· V(!).irf!.4-a
171 accumulation of statutory gain-time allowances, shall be
15

(1)

A youthful offender, when placed in a community

181 supervised in the program for a period not to exceed either 2
L\:h\Ctci� ls ():S)
C;;fl)
et)i,IJ}l(,ij ,;f 1)}f;
19 years or the/\ maximum term to which he was sentenced� and the 'S1sl11zi}; tv ;,,rl-J
1
l{��W-IJ.L
20 release shall be under such conditions as may be set by
211 written order of the Parole and Probation Commission.

22

(2)

During the period spent in the community control

23 1 program the youthful offender shall perform the terms and

� conditions of his release agreement and shall be subject to
,
� revocation or modification of the release agreement as if he

�I were on parole.

The provisions of s. 945.30 shall apply to

271 youthful offender� released on parole or by accumulation of

�I statutory gain-time allowances except those youthful offenders
�I �ithin or without the state under an interstat� compact

adopted pursuant to chapter 949, Florida Statutes.
(::,
�TAJ.em <;;�lt;,V,.,
Pnt-1u.6 tv,<!".LlJ 1,vw., O�rN1ns
31 ,
(
©�fDi:'1!.S
'{ct\fBAU...
tt'll.
fun. t."'NH,}l-J�) 'tL�?dl.>-Jl ol{.)tJ C')r.o�fl!!.tl.S
l}i).1)6
8
Vlo��i\...Ff) ·rnr: "/ef,l+Ntl.;}l.. ]l'fl;\\(,. u:- Ylk'll'l., ��'1.f;CJ'� {JfNlecA.l<!�J:> Wl!'dl\€ zt,i,4+

30

>

rhr

nt'V\;;\,\ffl

v,µ,o

Vttll..1})1� Po 1-/cr l',:;r.-fS:riJu.,f. � r,,,1)D€!),,ffi'lk:i'l w.. h:�. -PJf:' �bl.AW:'::> '3-19\A...
':0'•:':,<;, 1:,:r,=m.>J/;11\'� /;-1_1.,,;1 _ 'Pfl\,,J f11f11()l.l>l1c,.J N?> rf'.�!�,!-!o·•,,--,�:r r,1 rJn.1r,r;,/ fl..t!f'I
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Section 11.

Designation of facilities for youthful

21 offenders; certification of facility capacity.-(1)

3

The department shall designate and adapt

4j facilities and programs ·for youthful offenders and shall

a,;f''.ff-1 Jwr> ttrtLrce

51-p-r-o-v-i-d-e personnel specially qualified by training and
61

experience to operate facil ities and programs for youthfu l

71 offenders.
__

(2)

.,,,.

The Department of General Services shal_l ,•·teview
_,_.,,..,,.,,,,9 I the architectural plans and specifications of-'·each proposed
Bl

�.-.�/

_.,:,·

101 youthful offender inst_i.t- ion \ �'�c::illty to- be constructed
/
-�- -11 I after the effective '_t,§!:_..o.f..~this act and sha l l certify to the
-/'·

121 department its d�_s-i'g� capacities. The Department of General
_/'
131 Services sh-ati annually recertify the capacity limits in time
141

-----

f'�inc-1 usion in the department's legislative budget request.

15

( 3)

161

Insofar as is practical, youthful offender

facil ities an_d programs shall_be used only for youthful

17 I offenders and such youthful offenders shal l be segregated from
181 other offenders.
19

section 12.

Participation in certain activities

WI required.--A youthful offender may be required to participate
211 in vocational, educational, correctional, or public service
221 training or activities.

-A-n-y· .;,,�,½1come .derived by a youthful

231 offender from participation in such training or activities

,1JAy

,� G!Jivr,

24 I -s-h-a-l-:t be used' to defray a portion of the costs of his
251 incarceratio!'} or supervision, to satisfy pre-existing
26

I obligations, or to pay restitution to the victim of the crime

VI for which the youthfu l offender has been convicted in an
nl amount determined by the sentencing court.
29 I recommend

The court may

placement of the youthful offender in a community

30 residentiai facility as a condition of supervision subject to·
31

budgetary limitations and the availability of bed space.
9
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Section 13.

Sealing, expunction, and dissemination of

21 records.-3
41

The records relating to the arrest, indictment,

(1)

information, trial, or disposition of alleged offenses of a

51 person adjudicated a youthful of fender under this ·act shall be
61 subject to such sealing, expunction, and control of
71 dissemination as are the criminal justice .records of other
81 adult offenders under applicable provisions of law.
9
101

The records relating to the incarceration,

(2)

rehabilitation, and post custodial supervision of a youthful

11 I offender under this act shall be-d-eeme·crc-◊-hT1aerrtt,ri--no-npub1-ic
12 I i;.ee-0!0-s-wh-i-elr-a-r-e accessible only to crimin a 1 justice
131 agencies, other public and private entities having
141

responsibilities under this act, and, otherwise, only to such

151 public and private entities able to demonstrate to ·a court of
16 I competent jurisdiction that access to such records

0�

17 I p-E'-i--v-i-l-eg-ed-and-co-n-f-rd-entia-1-ba-s- i-s is in the interest of a
18 I youthful offender, a group of youthful offenders, or the
191 public welfare.
20

Nothing in this section shall be construed as

(3)

21 I prohibiting a youthful of fender or his attorney from discovery
221 of records or in formation as otherwise authorized by law or
231 required by the state or the federal constitution.
24

Section 14.

The department may grant gain-time u�� 5

251 days per month of f the time to be served in imprisori'm;�; for

•o-c·;;�·:

26 I good conduct, may declare�j,ture..

as described in

271 s. 944.28, Florida Statl,!te•s; and may grant extra good time
--,,.._....-· � I allowances pus�uartf to s. 944.29, Florida Statutes, for any

_

_--:""

_..-

29 I yc5uthful offender committed to its custody.
30

Section 15.

Violations of community control program.--

31

10
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(1)

A violation or alleged. violation of the terms of a

21 commun•ity control program shall subject the youthful of fender
3/ to the provisions of ss. 948.06(1), 949.10, 949.11, and

41 949.12, Florida Statutes.

5

(2)

An of fender whose release is revoked shall be

61 c redited with that time he has satis factorily served in a

71 community control program toward the time he was or shall be

Bl sentenced to serve INC/:!,a)//v(;.. Pt/.>{ /;<t1o'-JnJJ.� (.;Ucu;trr.¾:., °'3!JTISf-tX-rtfu1,</
/i.,:flJ>!t�!) ()fl Cflf:11>7:--'l> Wa\--n. -5 C:4!/ .?.-:) O'tl";) {liJtJ.?,J lt? fD ·J}}t? 7131>3" l,0F- T,;; l2c'lltLJ;n,�f'I).
Section 16. The provisions of this act shall not
91

101 restrict the participation of youth ful of fenders in a mutual

11 participation agreement adopted pursuant to s. 947.135,
1
12 Florida Statutes.
13

�ection 17.

15

959.115

17

(1)

Subsections (1) and (5) of section

141959.115, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

Probation or commitment of minors by courts

161 other than circuit ·courts.--

A minor found guilty of an of fense in a court not

18 exercising juvenile jurisdiction may, as an alternative to
1
19 other dispositions, be committed to the department for

WI t reatment in a youth program outside the correctional system
21 I as defined in s. 944.02 or be placed in a community control

221 program or on probation to the department, if the department

231 is willing and if the of fense is a felony or a misdemeanor of

24/ the first degree as defined in chapter 775, Florida Statutes.

25

( 5) ( a)

If a minor proves not to be amenable to

26/ t reatment under the provisions of subsection (4)(c1), the court

27 I shall have the power to commit the minor to the department as

281described in subsection (4)(b).

29

(b)

If a minor proves not to be amenable to treatment

30 under the provisions of subsection (4)(b), the court shall
31 have the power to revoke the adjudication of delinquency,
11
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adjudicate the minor a youthful offender, impose the withheld

2 adjudication of guilt, and impose any sentence which it may

J lawf ully impose, giving credit for all time in the department.
4

Section 18.

Subsection (1) of section 959.116, Florida

51 Statutes, is amended to read:
959.116

6

Transfer of minors from the Department of

71 Offender Rehabilitation to the Department of Health and

Bl Rehabilitative Services.--

9

(1)

When any person under the age of 18 years is

101 sentenced by any court of competent jurisdiction to the

111 Department of Of fender Rehabilitation, the secretary of the
12

Departm�nt of Health and Rehabilitative Services may transfer

13 such person to the youth services programs of the Department

14 of Health and Rehabilitative Services for the remainder of his

15 sentence, or until his 21st birthday, whichever results in the
16 shorter term.

If, upon such person's attaining his 21st

17 birthday, his sentence has not terminated, he shall be
18

trans ferred to the Department of Offender Rehabilitation for

19 placement in a youthful of fender program or, with the

20 commission's consent, to the supervision of the Parole and

21 Probation Commission or be given any other transfer which may

22 lawfully be made.

Section 19.

23

If any provision of this act or the

UJ application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

25 invalid, the invalidity shall not af fect other provisions or

26 applications of the act which can be given effect without the
27 invalid provision or application, and to this end the

n

provisions of this act are declared severable.

30

19 7 8.

�
31

Section 20.
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*****************************************
2

SENATE SUMMARY

3

Creates the Florida Youthful Offender Act for certain
persons charged with a first, second, or third degree
felony. Provides for mandatory adjudication of certain
persons as youthful of fender� and for discretionary
adjudication of other peisons as youthful of fenders.
Provides for youthful of fenders to be placed on probation
in a community control program, or committed to the
custody of the Department of Of fender Rehabilitation for
a period of confinement prior to supervision in a
community cdntrol program, or sentenced for a maximu�
period of 6 years in prison if aggravating circumstances
are found. Provides for the suspension of the sentence
by the court. Provides for access to certain information
in the presentence report by the of fender and his
attorney. Provides for the extension of limits of
confinement. Permits youthful of fenders to be released
during certain hours for work, education, or public
service. Provides that willful failure to return at the
time prescribed is an escape and punishable as such.
Provides for the maximum term of supervision in a
community control program after release from
imprisonment. Provides fot designation of facilities for
youthful of fenders. Requires Department of General
Services to certify the capacity of each youthful
of fender facility. Authorizes the court to provide for
disposition of income of youthful of fenders who
participate in certain activities. Provides for the
expunging of certain records and for confidentiality of
records. Provides for granting and forfeiture of gain
time, for violation of the terms of the community control
prosram, and for participation in the pilot project of
the mutual participation program. Provides for placement
of certain minors in youthful of fender programs.

4
5
6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

13
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE RILL 165

t/ Lf L
Amendments adopted in committee made the following changes:

Corton

1.

The phrase "youthful offender adjudication" has been
changed to "youthful offender classification".

2.

Only those youthful offenders convicted of a third degree
felony will be considered mandatorily eligible under the
act's provisions. Crimes which are felonies of the second
degree and higher will be handled on a discretionary basis
by the court.

3•

Phraseology has been incorporated into the bill which would
allow for placement of a youthful offender on probation in
a community control program with or without an adjudication
of guilt.

4•

The Department of Offender Rehabilitation is empowered to
contract with public and private agencies for the supervision
or confinement of youthful offenders.

5.

The Department of Offender Rehabilitation is directed to
develop policies which will provide alterantive supervision
programs for youthful offenders who have committed technical
violations of the release or supervision agreements.

6.

Provisions relating to the certification of institutional
capacity by the Department of General Services have been
deleted.

7.

Youthful offender records have had provisions relating to
their confidential status removed, thus placi�g them in the
same posture as other adult offender records.

8.

A schedule of revised gain-time allowances has been deleted.

9.

Provisions relating to the automatic vesting of earned gain
time have been deleted.

Committee on Corrections, Probation, Parol,

Je«iwll. g. {i,L

(m�}O<r Staff Di rec tor

Cl4(4-74)

(File 2 copies with Committee Substitutes)

C/S for CS/SB 165

300-1119-8

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to corrections; creating the
"Florida Youthful Offender-Act"; providing

4

legislative intent and definitions; providing

5

for the classification of persons as youthful

6

offenders; providing for judicial disposition

©-@l[VU
r<'1 0ic1r.
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(�

to the custody of the department; providing for
judicial consideration of aggravating

10

circumstances; providing for the suspension of

11

sentence by the court; providing defendant

12

access to certain information in the

13

presentence report; providing for adoption of

14

rules for the extension of the limits of

15

confinement; providing a penalty, as an escape,

16

for failure to return to designated place of

17

confinement at designated time; providing for

18

maximum terms of community control programs;

19

providing for designation of facilities;

20

authorizing orders for distribution of income

21

earned by youthful offenders; providing for the

22

sealing, expunction, and access of records;

23

providing for consequences of violation of the

24

terms of the program; providing for

25

participation in mutual participation

26

agreements; amending ss. 959.115(1), (5),

27

959.116(1), Florida Statutes; authorizing the

28

court to place minors in a community control

29

program; providing severability; providing an

30
31

effective date.
1
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2

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

3

Section 1.

Short title.--Sections 1 through 15 of this

6

Section 2.

Legislative intent.--The purpose of this

4 act shall be known and may be cited as the "Florida Youthful
1
5 Offender Act."

7 act is to improve the chances of correction and successful

8 return to the community of youthful offenders sentenced to

9 imprisonment by preventing their association with older and

10 more experienced criminals during the terms of their

11 confinement.

It is the further intent of the Legislature to

12 provide an additional sentencing alternative to be used in the

13 discretion of the court when dealing with offenders who have

14 demonstrated that they can no longer be handled safely as

151 juveniles and who require more substantial limitations upon

161 their liberty to ensure the protection of society.

17
18

Section 3.

Definitions.--As used in this act:

( 1)

"Department" means the Department of Offender

( 2)

"Community control program" means an

191 Rehabilitation.

20

21 individualized program of restriction or noninstitutional

22 confinement for youthful offenders placed in the community in
23 lieu of commitment to the custody of the department, and for

24 youthful offenders subsequent to release from the custody of

25 the department as provided by law.

26

Section 4.

Community control program; supervision.-

27 Community control programs shall be supervised by the

28 department or other public or private agencies designated by

29 the department and shall include but shall not be limited to:
30
31

2
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(1)

Supervised activities designed to encourage

21 n oncriminal behavior, with appropriate sanctions for violation

31 of the terms of the program by the youthful offender; and
4

(2)

SI service.

Section 5.

6

8

Restitution in money or in kind or through public

classification.--

91 person:

10

Eligibility for youthful offender;

( 1)

The court may classify as a youthful offender any

(a)

Who is at least 18 years o� age or who has been

11 I transferred for prosecution to the eriminal division of the

121 circuit court pursuant to chapter 39, Florida Statutes;
131

(b)

Who is found guilty of or who has tendered, and

141 the court has ·accepted, a plea of nolo contendere or guilty to

151 a crime which is, under the

laws of this state, a felony of

16 the first, second, or third degree if such,crime was committed
1
17 before the defendant's 21st birthday; and

18

( c)

Who has not previously been classified a youthful

19 offender under the provisions of this act; provided, however,

20 that no person who has been found guilty of a capital or life
21 felony may be classified a youthful offender under this act.

22

( 2)

A person shall be classified a youthful offender

25

(a)

Has not previously been found guilty of a felony

27

(b)

231 if such person meets the criteria of subsection (1) and such
24 person:

U whether or not the adjudication of guilt has been withheld, or
Has not been adjudicated delinquent for an act

28 which would be a capital, life or first degree felony if
29

30

committed by an adult.
( 3)

A person excluded from classification as a

31 youthful offender under subsection (2) by virtue of having
3
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been previously found guilty of a crime which if committed in

21 Florida would be a felony of the first, second, or third
31 degree under the laws of this state may be classified a

41 youthful offender after consideration of the following

51 criteria:

( a)

The seriousness of the offense to the community

and the protection of the community;
(b)

Whether the offense was committed in an

10

(c)

Whether the offense was against persons or against

12

(d)

The sophistication and maturity of the defendant,

91 aggressive, violent, premeditated, or willful manner;

111 property;

13 I as determined by consideration of his home, environmental
141 situation, emotional attitude, and pattern of living;

151

(e)

17

1.

161 including:

The record and previous history of .the defendant,

Previous contacts with the department, the

18 Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, other law
19 enforcement agencies, and courts;

21

2.

3.

Prior periods in a community control program;

22

4.

Prior commitments to institutions; and

20

23

( f)

Prior violations of law; and

The likelihood of reasonable rehabilitation of the

24 1 defendant, if he is assigned to youthful offender services and
25 facilities.
26

27

28

n
30

{g)

1.

Whether classification would:

Reflect the seriousness of the offense, promote

respect for law, and provide just punishment for the offense;

and

31

4
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2.

Provide the defendant with needed educational or

2 vocational training, medical care, or other correctional

3 treatment in the most effective manner.
4

Section 6.

Judicial disposition of youthful

5 offenders.--If the court classifies a person a youthful
1
6 offender, in lieu of other criminal penalties authorized by
8

law, the court shall dispose of the criminal case as follows:
(1)

The court may place the youthful offender on

9 probation in a community control program with or without an

10

adjudication of guilt for a period not to exceed 2 years nor

11 extend beyond the 23rd birthday of the defendant.

12

( 2)

The court may/commit the youthful offender to the

13 custody of the department for a period not to exceed 6 years.
14
15
16
17
18
19

The sentence of the court shall specify a period of not more

than the first 4 years to be served by imprisonment and a

period of not more than 2 years to be served in a community

control program.

The defendant shall serve the sentence of

the court unless sooner released as provided by law.
( 3)

If the court finds that any one of the following

20 aggravating factors exists, the court may impose a minimum

21 term of imprisonment of 1 year before eligibility for parole,

22 and the court shall sentence the defendant to a term of

23 imprisonment not to exceed more than the first 4 years and a
24

period of not more than 2 years to be served in a community
_

25 control program.
26

27
28

The court shall make written findings as to

the aggravating factors found to exist.
(a)

The defendant inflicted or attempted to inflict

serious bodily injury to another during the commission of the

29

felony or in flight therefrom. "Serious bodily injury" means

31

serious disfigurement, serious impairment of health, or

30 bodily injury which creates a substantial risk of death or
5
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serious loss or impairment of the function of any organ or

21 part of the body.
31

41
51

(b)

The defendant presents a continuing risk of

(c)

The defendant knowingly created a great risk of

(d)

The defendant committed a felony that was heinous

physical harm to the public.

61 bodily injury or death to any person.
81
91

or involved physical violence.
Section 7.

Suspension of sentence by court.--The court

101

upon motion of the defendant, or upon its own motion, may

121

further execution of the sentence and place the defendant on

11 I within 60 days after imposition of sentence suspend the

131
141
151

probation in a community control program upon such terms as

the c·ourt may require.

The department shall forward to the

court all relevant material on the youthful offender's

16 progress while in custody not later than 3 working days prior
1
17 to the hearing on the motion.

181
191
201

Section 8.

Presentence report; access by defendant.--

The defendant is entitled to an opportunity to present to the

court facts which would materially affect the decision of the

211

court to adjudicate the defendant a youthful offender.

23

inspect all factual material contained in the presentence

The

22 defendant, his attorney, and the State shall be entitled to
24
25

report or diagnostic reports prepared or received by the
department.

The court may withhold from disclosure to the

26 defendant and his attorney sources of information which have

27

been obtained through a promise of confidentiality.

In all

� cases in which parts of the report are not disclosed the court

� shall state for the record the reasons for its action and

30
31

shall inform the defendant and his attorney that information
has not been disclosed.

6
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Section 9.
( 1)

Extension of limits of confinement.--

The department is authorized to adopt regulations

JI permitting the extension of the limits of the place of
41 confinement of a youthful offender when there is reasonable
SI cause to believe that he will honor the trust placed in him.
61 The department may authorize a youthful offender, under
prescribed conditions and following investigation and approval
Bl by the department which shall maintain a written record of
9 such action, to leave the place of his confinement
10 unaccompanied by a custodial agent for a prescribed period of
11 time to:
12

(a)

Visit a designated place or places for the purpose

13 of visiting a dying relative, attending the funeral of a
141 relative, or arranging for employment or for a suitable
151 residence for use when released, to otherwise aid in the
16 correction of the youthful offender, or for another compelling
17 reason consistent with the public interest, and return to the
18 same or another institution or facility designated by the
19
W

department; or
(b)

Work at paid employment, participate in an

21 education or a training program, or voluntarily serve a public
22 or nonprofit agency or a public service program in the
23 community, provided the youthful offender shall be confined
24 except during the hours of his employment, education,
25 training, or service and while traveling thereto and
26

therefrom.

27

( 2)

The department may adopt rules as to the

28 eligibility of youthful offenders for such extension of
29 confinement, the disbursement of any earnings of youthful
30 offenders, or the entering into of agreements between the
31 department and any municipal or county or federal agency for
7
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the housing of youthful offenders in a local place of

21 confinement.
( 3)

j

The willful failure of a youthful offender to

remain within the extended limits of confinement or to return

5 within the time prescribed to the place of confinement

6 designated by the department is an escape from the custody of

the department and a felony of the third degree, punishable as

al provided by s. 775.082.

9

( 4)

The department may contract with other public and

10 private agencies fot the confinement or community supervision
11 of youthful offenders when consistent with the youthful

12 offender's welfare and the interest of society.

13
14

Section 10.
( l)

Community control program; maximum term.--

A youthful offender, when placed in a community

15 control program upon release from imprisonment by parole or by
16 accumulation of statutory gain-time allowances, shall be

17 supervised in the program for a period not to exceed either 2
18 years or the balance of the maximum term to which he was

19 sentenced, whichever is less, and the release shall be under

20 such conditions as may be set by written order of the Parole
21 and Probation Commission.
22

(2)

During the period spent in the community control

23 program the youthful offender shall perform the terms and

24 conditions of his release agreement and shall be subject to

25 revocation or modification of the release agreement as if he

26

were on parole.

The provisions of s. 945.30, Florida

27 Statutes, shall apply to youthful offenders released on parole

28 or by accumulation of statutory gain-time allowances except

29 those youthful offenders within or without the state under an
30
31

interstate compact adopted pursuant to chapter 949, Florida

Statutes.

8
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( 3)

The department shall develop policies which will

21 provide for enhanced supervision programs for youthful

31 offenders who have violated the technical terms of their

41 release agreements where such violations do not constitute a
5[ misdemeanor or felony.

The policies shall stress alternatives

6 I other than revocation and confinement in prison and may

7 include community residential or community nonr_esidential
1
8 activities.
9

Section 11.

Designation of facilities for youthful

10 offenders; certification of facility capacity.--

11

(1)

The department shall designate and adapt

12 facilities and programs for youthful offenders and shall

13 employ and utilize personnel specially qualified by training

14 and experience to operate facilities and programs for youthful
15 offenders.

16

(2)

Insofar as is practical, youthful offender

17 facilities and programs shall be used only for youthful

18 offenders and such youthful offenders shall be segregated from
19 other offenders.

20

Section 12.

Participation in certain activities

21 required.--A youthful offender may be required to participate

22 in vocational, educational, correctional, or public service

23 training or activities.

Income derived by a youthful offender

24 from participation in such training or activities may be used,

25 in part, to defray a portion of the costs of his incarceration

26 or supervision, to satisfy pre-existing obligations, or to pay

27 restitution to the victim of the crime for which the youthful

28

offender has been convicted in an amount determined by the

29 sentencing court.

The court may recommend

placement of the

30 youthful offender in a community residential facility as a

31

9
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condition of supervision subject to budgetary limitations and
2 the availability of bed space.
3

Section 13.

Sealing, expunction, and dissemination of

4 records.-5

(l)

The records relating to the arrest, indictment,

61 information, trial, or disposition of alleged offenses of a
person adjudicated a youthful offender under this act shall be
8 subject to such sealing, expunction, and control of
9 dissemination as are the criminal justice records of other
10 adult offenders under applicable provisions of law.
ll

( 2)

The records relating to the incarceration,

12 rehabilitation, and post custodial supervision of a youthful
13 offender under this act shall be accessible only to criminal
14 justice agencies, other public and private entities having
15 responsibilities under this act, and, otherwise, only to such
16 public and private entities able to demonstrate to a court of
17 competent jurisdiction that access to such records is in the
18 interest of a youthful offender, a group of youthful
191 offenders, or the public welfare.
20

( 3)

Nothing in this section shall be construed as

21 prohibiting a youthful offender or his attorney from discovery
22 of records or information as otherwise authorized by law or
23 required by the state or the federal constitution.
24

Section 14.

Violations of community control program.--

25 A violation or alleged violation of the terms of a community
� control program shall subject the youthful offender to the
27 provisions of ss. 948.06(1), 949.10, 949.11, and 949.12,
28

Florida Statutes.

29

Section 15.

30

The provisions of this act shall not

restrict the participation of youthful offenders in a mutual

31

10
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participation agreement adopted pursuant to s. 947.135,

21 Florida Statutes.

Section 16.

Subsections (1) and (5) of section

41 959.115, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
5

959.115

Probation or commitment of minors by courts

61 other than circuit courts.-(1)

A minor found guilty of an offense in a court not

al exercising juvenile jurisdiction may, as an alternative to

91 other dispositions, be committed to the department for

101 treatment in a youth program outside the· correctional system

11

as defined in s. 944.02 or be placed in a community control

12 program or on probation to the department, if the department

13 is willing and if the offense is a felony or a misdemeanor of
14 the first degree as defined in chapter 775, Florida Statutes.
15

( 5) (a)

If a minor proves not to be amenable to

16 treatment under the provisions of subsection (4) (a), the court

17 shall have the power to commit the minor to the department as

18 described in subsection (4) (bl.
19

(b)

If a minor proves not to be amenable to treatment

20 under the provisions of subsection (4) (b), the court shall

21 have the power to revoke the adjudication of delinquency,

22 adjudicate the minor a youthful offender, impose the withheld
23 adjudication of guilt, and impose any sentence which it may

24 lawfully impose, giving credit for all time in the department.
25

Section 17.

27

959.116

Subsection (1) of section 959.116, Florida

26 Statutes, is amended to read:
28

Transfer of minors from the Department of

Offender Rehabilitation to the Department of Health and

29 Rehabilitative Services.--

30

( 1)

When any person under the age of 18 years is

31 sentenced by any court of competent jurisdiction to the
11
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Department of Offender Rehabilitation, the secretary of the

2 Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services may transfer

3 such person to the youth services programs of the Department

4 of Health and Rehabilitative Services for the remainder of his
51 sentence, or until his 21st birthday, whichever results in the

61 shorter term.

If, upon such person's attaining his 21st

birthday, his sentence has not terminated, he shall be

81 transferred to the Department of Offender Rehabilitation for

9 placement in a youthful offender program or, with the
1
10 commission's consent, to the supervision of the department 01.

11 I be given any other transfer which may lawfully be made.
12

Section 18.

If any provision of this act or the

13 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
1
14 invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or

151 applications of the act which can be given effect without the
16 invalid provision or application, and to this end the
1
17 provisions of this act are declared severable.

18

19 1978.
1
20

Section 19.

This act shall take effect October 1,

21

22

23
24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31
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---Series� Car
ton
Creates the "Florida Youthful Offender Act" to provide for
revised sentencing and correctional handling of first felony
offenders between the ages of 18 and 21 committed to the
custody of the Department of Offender Rehabilitation (DOR).

fu

P URPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:
The agency has administratively designated several of
its institutions for this age group, 2 4 and under;
however, there currently exists no statutory vehicle
which would provide for the separation of younger, first
felons from older and more persistent felony offenders.
In recent years, courts have turned less to control of
the offender on programs of community supervision and
more to institutional confinement.
Increasing population
management pressures have forced the DOR into compromises
with the integrity of some of its operations simply to
meet the requirements of finding available beds.

B.

Effect on Present Situation:
The bill attempts to bridge the gap which currently
exists between the juvenile training schools of the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services and the
major penal institutions of the DOR. In doing this, the
bill proposes several revisions in Florida law:
1.

2.

Courts are given three options in the sentencing
of a youthful offender:
(a)

Placement in a community control program
(probation plus conditions) for supervision
in the community which may also require
performance of public service activities
and/or victim assistance.

(b)

Commitment of the youthful offender to the
custody of the DOR for a term of up to
five years.

(c)

Shock probation, or incarceration, for
periods of up to 60 days with subsequent
modification of the sentence by the court.

Provides for access by defense counsel to the
presentencc investigation report. The U. S.
Supreme Court has recently overturned a Florida
case where a defendant was not allowed an
opportunity to confront potentially adverse
material in the PSI.

Analysis - CS for CSSB 165
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III.

3.

Allows DOR to place youthful offenders on work
release during their imprisonment.

4.

Places a two-year maximum term on community
supervision programs.

5.

Gives appropriate law enforcement, judicial,
and corrections agencies access to information
on youthful offenders.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Imeact on the Public:

B.

Economic Imeact on State or Local Government:

Yes

No X
Yes

No X

The bill will have a potentially favorable financial
effect in two areas:
1.

Probation and parole - The proposed reduction in the
maximum lengths of supervision would have a beneficial
fiscal effect. Currently, the average length of
supervision is 3.63 (weighted average, 2.91 years)
years despite a statutory prohibition against pro
bation terms in excess of two years (s. 948.04,
Florida Statutes). Nearly 70 percent of the
offenders under community supervision exceeded the
statutory limit of two years. Statistics from the
DOR also report that some 1,861 inmates were on
community supervision for periods of ten years or
more as of June 30, 1976.

2.

Based upon the average time served for current
felonies of the first, second and third degree, the
fiscal impact would not be a significant factor.
Based upon current expenditure patterns and
management practices, it is anticipated that the
fiscal effect of the bill will be favorable and not
require additional revenue for implementation which
otherwise would be allocated elsewhere.
The indeterminate sentencing feature of this act
provides for the average impact to be within the
actual time served for all offenses. Whether the
act will condition the transfer for prosecution of
additional juveniles who actually would be handled
in the Juvenile Division of the Circuit Court is
arguable. The option generated by this legislation
makes certification more attractive, but materials
developed by the Department of Health and Rehabili
tative Services would indicate that the commitment
may be a function of processes such as plea
bargaining and use of diversionary alternatives
which would serve to blunt any large scale movement
of juveniles.

IV.

COMMENTS:
The bill has been patterned after federal legislation, similar
state statutes of Alabama and North Carolina, and House Bill
1319 of the 1972 Florida Legislature and has been recommended
by the January 1978 report of the Dade County Grand Jury, and
the Crime and the Elderly Task Force of the Department of
Administration.
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Creates the "Florida Youthful Offender Act" to provideSEfist (a' Carton
revised sentencing and correctional handling of first felony
offenders between the ages of 18 and 21 committed to the
custody of the Department of Offender Rehabilitation (DOR).

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:
The agency has administratively designated several of its
institutions for this age group, 24 and under; however,
there currently exists no statutory vehicle which would
provide for the separation of younger, first felons from
older and more persistent felony offenders. In recent
years, courts have turned less to control of the offender
on programs of community supervision and more to institu
tional confinement. Increasing population management
pressures have forced the DOR into compromises with the
integrity of some of its operations simply to meet the
requirements of finding available beds.

B.

Effect on Present Situation:
The bill attempts to bridge the gap which currently exists
between the juvenile training schools of the Department
of Health and Rehabilitative Services and the major penal
institutions of the DOR. In doing this, the bill proposes
several revisions in Florida law:
1.

2.

Courts are given three options in the sentencing of
a youthful offender:
(a)

Placement in a community control program (probation
plus conditions) for supervision in the community
which may also require performance of public service
activities and/or victim assistance.

(b)

Commitment of the youthful offender to the custody
of the DOR for a term of up to five years.

(c)

Shock probation, or incarceration, for periods
of up to 60 days with subsequent modification of
the sentence by the court.

Provides for access by defense counsel to the presentence
investigation report. The U.S, Supreme Court has recently
overturned a Florida case where a defendant was not
allowed an opportunity to confront potentially adverse
material in the PSI.

'11/?
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III.

3.

Allows DOR to place youthful offenders on work release
during their imprisonment.

4.

Places a two-year maximum term on community supervision
programs.

5.

Gives appropriate law enforcement, judicial, and correc
tions agencies access to information on youthful offenders.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:

A.

Economic Im£act on the Public:

B.

Economic ImEact on State or Local Government:

Yes

No X
Yes

No

X

The bill will have a potentially favorable financial effect
in two areas:
1.

Probation and parole - The proposed reduction in the
maximum lengths of supervision would have a beneficial
fiscal effect. Currently, the average length of super
vision is 3.63 (weighted average, 2.91 years) years
despite a statutory prohibition against probation terms
in excess of two years (s. 948.04, Florida Statutes).
Nearly 70 percent of the offenders under community
supervision exceeded the statutory limit of two years.
Statistics from the DOR also report that some 1,861
inmates were on community supervision for periods of
ten years or more as of June 30, 1976.

2.

Based upon the average time served for current felonies
of the first, second, and third degree, the fiscal impact
would not be a significant factor.
Based upon current expenditure patterns and management
practices, it is anticipated that the fiscal effect
of the bill will be favorable and not require additional
revenue for implementation which otherwise would be
allocated elsewhere.
The indeterminate sentencing feature of this act provides
for the average impact to be within the actual time
served for all offenses.
Whether the act will condition
the transfer for prosecution of additional juveniles who
actually would be handled in the Juvenile Division of
the Circuit Court is arguable. The option generated by
this legislation makes certification more attractive,
but materials developed by the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services would indicate that the commitment
may be a function of processes such as plea bargaining
and use of diversionary alternatives which would serve
to blunt any large scale movement of juveniles.

IV.

COMMENTS
The bill has been patterned after federal legislation, similar
state statutes of Alabama and North Carolina, and House Bill
1319 of the 1972 Florida Legislature and has been recommended
by the January 1978 report of the Dade County Grand Jury, and
the Crime and the Elderly Task Force of the Department of
Administration.
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Present Situation:

The agency has administratively designa ted several of its
ins titutions for this age group, 24 and under; however,
t h ere currently exis t s no st atu tory vehicle wh ich would
provide for th e separation of younger, first felons from
older and more persistent felony offenders.
In recent
years, courts have turned less to control of the offender
on programs of community supervision and more to institu
tional confinemen t .
Increasing population management
pressures have forced th e DOR into compromises with th e
integrity of some of its opera t ions simply to meet the
requirements of finding available beds.
Effect on Present Situation:

The bill attempts to bridge the gap wh ich currently exis ts
be tween the juvenile training schools of the Depar tment
of Health and Rehabilitative Services and the major penal
institutions of the DOR. In doing this, the bill proposes
several revisions in Florida law:
Courts are given th ree options in th e sentencing of
a youthful offender:
(a)

(b)
{c)
2.

1
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PURPOSE:

1.

·1

lJ
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Creates the ''Florida Youthful Offender Act" to provide for
revised sentencing and correc tional handling of first felony
offenders between th e ages of 18 and 21 committed to the
custody of the Department of Offender Rehabilitation (DOR).

B.

"
\.

Seri<:s .J.1L_ (.<1,ton �

SUMMARY

A.

Q

Placement in a community con t rol program (probation
plus conditions) for supervision in the community
whicl1 may also require performance of public service
activities and/or victim assistance.

Commitment of the youthful offender to the custody
of the DOR for a term of up to five years.
Sh ock probation, or incarceration, for periods
of up to 60 days with subsequent modification of
the sentence by the court.

Provides for <1ccess by defense counsel to the pre sentence
investigc1tion report. The U.S. Supreme Court has recently
overturned a Florida case where a defendan t was not
allowed an opportunity to confront po tentially adverse
material in the PSI.

Analysis - CS for CSSB 165
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III.

J.

Allows DOR to place youthf11l offenders on work release
during their imprisonment.

4.

Places a two-year maximum term on community supervision
programs.

5.

Gives appropriate law enforcement, judicial, and correc
tions agencies access to information on youthful offenders.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Yes

No X

A.

Economic Impact on the Public:

B.

Economic Imeact on State or Local. Government:

Yes

No

X

The bill will have a potentially favorable financial effect
in two areas:
1.

Probation and parole - The proposed reduction in the
maximum lengths of supervision would have a beneficial
fiscal effect. Currently, the average length of super
vision is 3.63 (weighted average, 2.91 years) years
despite a statutory prohibition against probation terms
in excess of two years (s. 9�B.O�, Florida Statutes).
Nearly 70 percent of the offenders under community
supervision exceeded the statutory limit of two years.
Statistics from the DOR also report that some 1,861
inmates were on community supervision for periods of
ten years or more as of June 30, 1976.

2.

Based upon the average time served for current felonies
of the first, second, and third degree, the fiscal impact
would not be a significant factor.
Dased upon current expenditure patterns and management
practices, it is anticipated that the fiscal effect
of the bill will be favorable and not require additional
revenue for implementation which otherwise would be
allocated elsewhere.
The indeterminate sentencing feature of this act provides
for the average impact to be within the actual time
Whether the act will condition
served for all offenses.
the transfer for prosecution of additional juveniles who
actually would be handled in the Juvenile Division of
the Circuit Court is arguable.
The option generated by
this legislation makes certification more attractive,
but materials developed by the Department of llealth and
Rehabilitative Services would indicate that the commitment
may be a function of processes such as plea bargaining
and use of diversionary alternatives which would serve
to blunt any large scale movement of juveniles.

IV.

COMMENTS
The bill has been patterned after federal legislation, similar
state statutes of Alabama and North Carolina, and llouse Bill
1319 of the 1972 Florida Legislature and lws been recommended
by the January 1978 report of the Dade County Grand Jury, and
the Crime and the Elderly Task Force of the Department of
Administration.
CS/CS/SB 165 passed the Senate 34-0 and the House 104-2.
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Florida Youthful Offender

Act

REFEP.ENCf:c,: Corrections, Probatio11 and Parole
Judiciary-Cri1ninal

Health and Rehabilitative Services
Appropriatlons
I.

SUMMARY:
Creates the "Flodda Yollth(ul Offender Act" to provjde
for revised sentencing and correctional handling of first
felony offenders lielween the ages of 18 and 22 committed
to the custody of the Departmenl of Offender Rehabilitation
(Dorn.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Presenc Situation

r.t the encl of cal0.nda1- year ·1976 lhe DOH hacl jn its
custody 4,995 felony offenders under the age of 25 who
·1•:erE:! serving their fjrst feJony commitmenl to an adult
prison.
l\s of Januc1 r�y l st tile ai.lul L p,�; son populatj on
consisted of the following number of youlhful offenders:
16 and under
17
18
19
20

43
117
288
638
1,049

TOTAL

2,135

Although the agency l1us a<lministrative]_y desjgnated several
of its inslitut:ions For lhis a�Jc qroup, t-:. hcre currently

exists no statutory vehicle which would provide for the
separation of younger, firsl felons from older and more
persislent felony offenders.
In recent years courts have
turned less to control. of the offencler on programs of

ccirtununity supervjsjon and more to institutjonal confinement.
Increasing population managen1cnt pressures have forced the

DOR into compromises with the integrity of some of its
operations simply to meet the requirements of finding
available beds.
11.

Effcc�l on Present Sit11atic111

The bill attempts to bridge the qap which currently exists
between Lhe juvenile training schools of tl,e Department of
llealth ancl Rehabi]_itative Services and the maior penal

institutions of the DOR.

In doing this, Lhe Gill proposes

several rcvisj_ons in Florida law:

1.

.J..£..- Carton _ill

Revised judicial disposiL.ions - Courts are given three
options in the s;entencinq o[ u youth Ful offender:
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a.

Placement in a community control program
(probation pl.11s conditions) for supervision
in the community. ,�c youthful offender may
be required to perform public service activi

ties which m<ly i11clt1dc assistance to the victim

of the crime.

2.

h.

Commitment of the youthful offender to the
c11stody of Lhe DOH for a term of up to 5 years.

c.

Shock probation, or incarceration, for periods
of up to 60 cloys \'Ii th subsequent mo<lificalion
of the scnlcncc by t.l,r, co11rl. This is to
ins11re that a youthful. offender has a taste of
prison and can appreciale first-hand what the
continued consequences of his actions can mean.

Provides for access hy defense counsel to the pre

sentence investigul:i.on report.

The U.S. Supreme

Court has rccent]y over.turncll a f'Jorjda case where
a defendant was not i1 llO\ved an opportunity to con
front potentially adverse malerial in the PSI.
3.

l\l lows DOR to p1'1cc you th f ul of fenders on work
release during their imprisonment.

4.

Places a two yeac maxim111n term on community
supervision programs.

5.

Gives approprjatc law enforcement, judicial, and
corrcclions agencies access to information on

youthful offenders.

III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDEH!\TIONS:
YES

A.

Economic Im_[l_act on the Public:

D.

Economic lml?_act on State or Local Government: YES

NO

X
NO X

The bill will have a potentially favorable financial effect
in two areas:

1.

Probation and parole - The proposed reduction in the
maximum lengths of supervision would have a benefi
cial fiscal effect. Currently Lhe average length of
sGpervision is 3.63 (weighlcd average, 2.91 years)
years despite a statutory prohjbition against
probation terms in excess of 2 years.
(§948.04,
Nearly 70% of the offenders under
Florida Statutes)
community supervision exceeclccl the sti1lutory limit
.
Statistics from the DOH olso report
of 2 years.
that some J ,861 in111i1tes were on communi.Ly superv.i.s:ion
for periods of 10 years or more flS of ,June 30, 1976.

2.

13ascd upon the averaqe time served for current
felonies of the fjrsl, second and third degree, the
fiscal impact would not be a siqnificant factor.
Data originally developed by the DOH in 1975 indi
cated Lile [ol.Jowinq llounc1.:1ry poinls on c1ctua] tjmc
served for ctclull lc�lo11y orr�nd(:rs:
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EXIS'f'ING SENTENCING PRAC'l'ICI,*
N

Average
'l'imc Served

25

7.8 yrs.

195.00

14 '14

2.41 yrs.

3,480.04

461

2.53 yrs.

1,166.33

III

1467

l.74 yrs.

2,551. 43

Total

3397

2.17 yrs.

7,392.80

Class

--

Life
I
II

Man
Years

*Based upon records for inmates released from the
Department of Offender Rehabilitation during
FY 73-74 who had no prior felony commitments of
one year or more to the Department of Offender
Rehabilitation.
Source:

Table III, A Comparison of Average Time
Served under the Existing S�ntencing
Practice, December 29, 1975.

Placing a precise dollar figure on the fiscal effect
is aggravated by the Jack of a reliable historical index
upon which an analysis can be based.
Based upon current
expenditure patterns and management practices, however,
it is anticipated that the fiscal effect of the bill
will be favorable and not require additional revenue
for implementation which otherwise would be allocated
elsewhere.
The indeterminate sentencing feature of this act provides
for the average impact to be within the actual time
served for all offenses. Whether the act will condition
the transfer for prosecution of additional juveniles who
actually would be handled in the Juvenile Division of
the Circuit Court is arguable.
The option generated
by this legislation makes certification more attractive
but materials developec1 by the Department of llealth and
Rehabilitative Services wolll. d inclicate that the commit
ment may be a function of processes such as plea bargain
ing and use of diversionary alternatives which would serve
to blunt any large scale movement of juveniles.
IV.

COMMENTS:
The bill has been patterned after federal legislation,
similar state statutes of Alabama and North Carolina,
and !louse Bill 1319 of the ]972 Florida Legislature and
has been recommended by the January 1978 report of the
Dade County Grand Jury and the Crime and the Elderly
Task Force of the Department of Administration.
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